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Welcome to the new Millennium and grovelling apologies
for the delay in this issue but life does tend to get in the way
at timesl This is our tenth anniversary issue, it was intended
that our next issue would have been but I ran out of time.
Looking back over the last ten years gives one a very
strange sense of deja vu. So much has changed and yet so
much is stil the same, The phenomenon develops and
evolves - yet people seemingly do not keep up quite so
well.

Some of the founders of CCCS have gone on to pastures
new. Some I <e Ralph Noyes and Richard Andrews have,
regreflabiy fc' us been elevated to a higher plane and
some have falen by the wayside. The odd one or two still
soldier on va antly in the face of vicissitudes and all that
human nature can throw theirway.

From a nigh point of some thousand or so members. we
seem to have levelled out to a hard core of some few hun-
dred people vrho follow the phenomenon regardless of the
claims cf hcaxers and fraudsters of all complexions. We
can all take great hope from the fact that despite all that has
been rvrrtlen by the largely critical media, nothing has been
produced vrhich categorically states that crop circles are all
the vrork of a few mischievous people. ln fact there is far
more suDstance to the statement that claims by many se
called hoaxers are misleading and untrue.

Unfoi-tunate y researchers are by their very nature, divided
into small groups or individuals which makes them an easy
target for that breed of hoaxer which takes great delight in
character assassination and malevolent activities that have
litt e justification in the minds of many. Scientific sceptics
also abound and much like Galileo's peers, having detected
a feur errors' in our theories, they throw out the whole phe-
nomencn as a 'joke'.

The ast lvlillennium also saw several false ideas quashed;
yet I stil see statements supporting ideas that we should
al novr recognise as erroneous. Formations did not 'begin
in the 80s and "develop" into the '90s'. I think we can safely
say that Terry Wilson's book finally put the nail in that coffin.
Yet stil rvriters and researchers trot out similar claims. For-
mations lvere always present and several recorded from
earlier this century were almost as complicated as any from
more recent years. The last ten years have seen many
croppie organisations grow and almost an industry in
books, photos and ephemera. A very few people have
come to depend upon the phenomenon for their 'living' and
many people take an very active interest in what is going on
in our fields. Research into the phenomenon by people
like Jim Lyons have opened up avenues of research that

will present a diversity of opportunities to physicists,
chemists and agriculturalists for decades to come pro-
vided that we keep a positive and critical approach to
the data that is out there.

Most organisations have grown and evolved over the
last decade and CCCS is no different. We started out
with a few Xeroxed pages given away three or four
times a year to a select band of croppies by Bob
Kingsley, who was editor at the time Devolved from the
Cereologist, our magazine became The Circular we
know today. Many editors and sub editors have left their
imprint on this magazine. Many contributors have left an
even bigger mark in the fine contributions they have
made and in the quality of some of the research.

The CCCS Council too has evolved into a much more
business orientated group, more concerned with keep-
ing the organisation alive and well, rather than their own,
self aggrandisement. Perhaps just a little too focused on
business rather than circles - time will inevitably tell.

Most of all the past Millennium has been a hothouse for
intriguing 'new' phenomena from Bigfoot to Big Cats,
from UFO to Yen, from goblins and faeries to 'greys' and
'nordics'. indeed we might question whether all such ex-
otic phenomena have a process of evolution all their
own or is it the evolution of our research and expecta-
tion? Are we 'creating' or brewing these weird effects in
the crucible of Our Consciousness. Are they simply the
by-products of our vaunting imagination, or are our re-
search techniques becoming more sophisticated and our
capabillty to comprehend life on the fringes of our world
more competent?

Just as our children are growing up in a wholly e-
environment, can we expect to see the phenomenon
move into our e-world and begin to propagate there?
After all, the phenomenon may well be prepared to
move out of cereal fields and move into the cyber fields
that are encroaching on almost every other sector of our
lives. The e-world is becoming almost as organic as a
meadow. This new Millennium promises to be at least as
exciting as the last, and probably far more intriguing
than any of us are capable of imagining; let us hope we
all live to enjoy it for as long as possible!

We've all enjoyed a great decade with CCCS and The
Circular. Now all we need is fresh blood and new ideas
to carry us forward into the great adventure of the next
one.

Magazine Submissions
The Circular always welcomes new contributions or submissions of material for publication. Articles may be
sent via e-mail to the editor. Alternatively, articles can be sent via post, preferably printed or typed in a non-draft
OCR compatible font. Copy may also be fonvarded on a 3.5" IBM format floppy disk. All digital submissions
should preferably be in MS Word Rich text, and DOS text formats are also acceptable. For our (mainly Ameri-
can) MAC users, please remember that all magazine compilation is performed on IBM PC's, so keep to a format
which can be easily translated. A plea to all prospective 'digital' contributors, please virus check all articles be-



Circle Phenonrna in Canada

StnrmaryReeut
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Drector - Circles Ptrermrrcn Fbsealdr Catmda

Overview

Unexplained "crop circles", circular and other geometric

patteins of flattened field crops, continued to. be reported

across Canada in 1999, as well as a number of other

countries, including England, the Czech Republic, Ger-

many, Holland, the USA, lsrael and elsewhere' This past

yearls "circle season" in Canada' from July to October'

saw developments in the phenomenon on a number of

fronts, including the number of reported formations (20,

up from 14 in i998 and 2 in 1997), size and complexity

(ranging from the common small simple circles to forma-

iion"-trt7o to three hundred feet in size, some more elabo-

rate than in past years) and many associated anomalies,

notably stalk nodes from some formations with very sig-

nificani stretching, swelling and expulsion cavities as

compared to normal control samples, as well as numer-

ous electrical equipment malfunctions and failures in and

around some formations.

Canadian Formations

Formations were reported in six provinces - British Colum-

bia (1), Alberta (4), Saskatchewan ('10), Ontario (3), Que-

Oecii) and Prince Edward lsland (1). Many excellentfirst-
hand' ieports came in this year, from farmers in whose

fields the circles were found, thanks to the efforts of a
growing network of CPR-Canada coordinators, field inves-

igators-, researchers and other assistants, as well as a
rjporting hotline and growing publicity in various media'

etc. As in past years, most formations were reported near

the end of the harvesting season, in late August and Sep-

tember, simply because that is when most of them are

initially discovered by farmers as they are combining their

fields, literally stumbling across them as it were' Relating

to this is tne fact that circles in Canada have appeared

virtually across the entire country, which geographically is

of couise much larger an area than England (where it is
easier to discover and document new formations almost

as soon as they appear, often by pilots, as most forma-

tions there tend to be found within a fifty or so mile radius

of the Stonehenge / Avebury area)- Therefore, a signifl-

cant number of formations in this country probably never

get reported at all, and in fact we know of several cases in

t-ne past where formations were found but not initially re-

ported to anyone, then only found out about weeks,

months or even a year or two later. As mentioned above,

thanks to a growing network, hotline, etc., that situation is

now beginning to imProve.

As has been the case virtually since the phenomenon

started being documented in this country in the 1970s'

most circles were reported in the province of Saskatche-

wan (ten out of twenty reports this year), and in many

cases 1in several provinces) in the very same areas, or in

close proximity to, where they were found last year and

previous years. ln one case in Alberta, the second forma-

iion tounO this year just outside of Edmonton, was in the

same end of the same field as a set of simpler circles last

year. lt is a situation analogous to southern England,

where by far the most formations (in the world as well as

England itselfl are found each summer in the Wiltshire

and Hampshire areas.

Highlights of the Season

Elaborate pictogram style formations, one just over three

hundred feet long (the longest on record so far in Canada),

discovered in a Couple of adjacent wheat fields on the New

Credit Reserve neai Hagersville, Ontario on July 22' These

were similar to some of the early nineties patterns from Eng-

land, and displayed a fairly complex layering of the plants'

The formations drew much attention from the local media

and public, as well as the Native lndian community where

they'appeared, who actually held ce-remonies out in the

fields to'celebrate their appearance. CPR-Canada and other

field investigators reported malfunctioning camera and video

camera eqiripment inside and over the formations' Odd

small "balls of light" were also reported in the area by some

witnesses aroun-d the general time of their appearance, slmi-

lar to reports common in England and Europe' Another odd

long "script" kind of design was later repo.rted near Monte-

belio, Quebec, initially found in mid-July in a cut field, al-

though subsequent correspondence indicated this may have

been-done by one of the local farmers for normal advertising

purposes, and not an actual formation.

Other reports came in over the next few weeks, from near

Dease Lake, BC (single circle in grass in a very remote loca-

tion), Ardmore, niOerta (group of small 
-circles 

in hay' found

to be fungi-related) and a "celtic cross" formation just oul
side Edm6nton, Alberta on a research farm run by the Uni-

versity of Albefta (deemed upon ground inspection to be a

proba-ble, though unproven, hoax)' A couple of small circles

were also found in a blueberry field near Christopher Cross,

Prince Edward lsland, and the first known case of that kind'

Activity was quiet in Saskatchewan, the usual centre of Ca-

nadian reports, until early September, when a number of

formations started being reported by farmers one after an-

other, over the next few weeks. Some of the largest and

most impressive formations ever seen in Canada showed up

in these prairie fields this past summer and fall, notably Neil-

burg, where a large one hundred eighty five foot pattern of

eterTen circles in wheat was found. This was the first of sev-

eral formations this year to exhibit the stretched, swollen and

burst stalk nodes. CPR-Canada works closely with the BLT

Research Team, which has been scientifically documenting

these and other anomalies from crop formations worldwide

for the past several years, much more information on this

work is available from BLT and CPR-Canada' lt was also a

departure from previous Canadian formations, being more

"European" in design, a sort of simplified version of the fa-

mous fractal anO Julia Set patterns in England' A formation

of two circles, each with an identical cross appendage at-

tached, was found near Conquest, Saskatchewan around

the same time, close to where a similar set appeared last

year.

The main centre of activity in Saskatchewan was around the

town of Midale, (again from where several reports cam,e in

last year), with a total of six reports in this area alone (from

early September to early October), all in wheat, ranging from

seti of single circles to an intricate "medicine wheel" pattern

containingiomplex lay patterns. Other circles were reported

nearby aiWeyburn (another group of small random circles in

haY)'



Also in Septer:ber additicnal repofts came in from alberta

at Acadia \!/aliey a very nice one hundred tvrenty nine foot

triple dumbbelL pattern again vrith the- anomalous node ef-

fects on piant stalks andlhe second formation just outside

Edmonton. a large cne hundred ninety one foot complex

seven-crrcle paflJrn in barley with radial lay patterns in all

circles. anoih,er one of the best of the year' and of any year

io far t.'tarv s:retched and ruptured nodes were found in

this format cn n panicular' and it was also interesting to

note thai tre fe,C tself rvas thickly infested with thistle

plants vrhi:n maoe sampling (and lust walking) difficult

There v,'as a sc a :eporl of circles near Drumheller' but

these t'rere !rac 3 ic be conflrmed'

Formaro.s 3o-:.-ec to be repofied into late September

and Oc:ocer \',':- aiclner set of two beautifully made-cir-

^,^^ -^-. s2s(aichewan. the sixth Midale, Sas-
ulc5 lua . -!-e .. rc

katche',','a' :t)'*2'.)-t set of three circles in a line) and

"tearCrcc a-: : a-:r,i shapes in a fleld of eight foot tall

corn nea' :.,',-' . S"iarrc in which a number of electrical

equipn e^: --a'-'."3.s were reported by another local

tear'

Exce e-: ::: ':::age and photos, both ground and aerial'

as \!. as !'l-'3 sJrveys were obtained for many of the

Carz: z- 'j--=: o',s this year, Alberta and Saskatchewan

in par:- =- S:iera formations were also extensively sam-

plec fc' 2. .'a r's:s by the BLT Research Team' including

Ie lo-'; =:-cr'ton #2' Acadia Valley and some of the Mi-

da1,.- a'ez '3--ai 3ns

ln rr-:s: :as:s no direct evidence of hoaxing was found'

viit. .l ': c::'trts. no initial tracks leading in or out of circles'

lacrl c' 3a-age to the flattened or surrounding crop' etc'

Tils '.at:,.i tlrith tf,e aforementioned scientific evidence'

vJoL .: c..l nue to suggest that there is a genuine phe-

ncr3l' c:ourring, rn 6inada as well as around the world'

Hcaxes '.''tlh the percentage of repoded formations being

ma'--ace a source of heated debate among many re-

seai.-e's are usually more obvious and self-evident upon

cL:se e:tam natlon.

As as: .r'ear. media coverage was more. extensive than in

mos: c'e!ious years, including CBC (both radio and televi-

s ci -re ','','estern Producer, banada's leading farming and

agi o- itia publication and a number of other media'

S": -at'

ir s-c: .1 999 was a banner year for crop circles in Canada'

a^,a 7^2't lndrcate that we need to be keeping a closer eye

.. ',',-r: rs going on in the fields of our farmlands CPR-

Ca:ara v, Le doing just that, with new projects and initia-

trvles oe rg plannedJor next summer in 2000, given the in-

cTeasec nLmber of reports the last couple of years'

An archl're of full reports and images is available on the

CPR-Canada vreb site.

For further information:

Circles Phenomenon Research Canada

Main Office

Suite 202 - 2086 West 2nd Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6J 1J4 Canada
Tel / Fax: 604.731.8522

E-Mail: psa@direct.ca

Web : http :l/www.geocities'com/cpr-canada
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The Astronautical Theory for UFO Encounters & an
Examination of Canadian Crop Circles Sites of I 999

Thirly years objective analysis and global synthesis of re-
ported UNIDENTIFIABLE aerial objects, collected from a
period of more than a century, resulted in the formulation
of an Astronali ca Theory for UFO Encounters. The logi-
cal prccess b'r ,,'ihlch th s v/as achieved and the subse-
quent prc'v r.E act ,,"tv are summarised below:-

. Teci^ :a a-a;i's s of selected British UFO reports
cLr-: i-: c3'lo 1967 to 1973 had emphasised the
-a ^ 

-^^ 
^tts r> -- =- .t ! the unidentifiable craft being de-

s:'3sr ._, ,', :-esses. Furthermore, an overview of
:-- :-=::=: s::s ndicated that specific areas had
c.e- s: ::::: f:: cicse scrutiny during each period of

. --.....,,. -ac orten been seen to descend from the
sr-, ?-:::'.:-rl into it. with performance capabilities
'.- ..,:^: a-'",ih ng achievable by man-made craft.
-=!: :::=-.atrons implied that, since they had not

::=^ ---a- y contrived, the artefacts had originated
'- a- a' a::.a-terrestrial source.

, : :.'..:.se of selected cases, reported worldwide
r-- -: r-: c=rod 1885 to '1971 , was then used to try
:- ..-:',, rodes of operation in space, which could
-:.: :-ei ilnked with the observed aerial aciivity.
-- s .'.'. se lvas begun in 1973 and, by'1 980, there
,',.-3 -r sations that a programmed surveillance and
.,..'-'. cr activity had been carried on throughout
:- r: - s:. r- oal period.

. = ---.'cevelopment during the 1980s resulted in defi-
- : :^ :'rre programmed activity in the form of an As-
'-:^ ?-' .a', Theory for UFO Close Encounters.
=.::1s Cef,ned by Dr. J Allen Hynek ). iRef, 6.1) as Close Encounters (CEs) were preferred
..'. ::cause the location of the observer could be
-:;a':eC as being virtually the same as that of the
-:.::: being described.) Well-established approach
:-: :=cai'1ure tracks in space were identified - and
:-:s::-acks were found to be orientated celestially, in
.-,, :'fcuT precisely defined ways. Fixed navigational
-:':':^ce points on the Earth's equator were also
::^:'ec. as were the pre-set angular speed of transit
--r :-e East-to-West direction of the approaching
. :: : -i,cothetical) delivery and retrieval spacecraft.

ByT. R. Dutton

The four celestial orientations, plus the other characteristics
just described, opened up the possibility that the timings of
future events, at any location beneath the favoured tracks,
might be predictable. lf this were to be tested by data not
already in the database, then a positive result would, also,
prove the validity of the global theory. A PC database was
then created and special programs written to facilitate this
proving work. Almost 900 test cases later, the Theory must
now be considered to be well and truly proven, and awalts
widespread acceptance. Direct observation groups are re-
porting very high success rates using the tlming predictions
of the Theory.

The four celestial orientations, mentioned above, consisted of
two sets of spacecraft approach or departure, tracks fixed
relative to the stars; and two other sets connected with the
Earth's terminator, either at Sunrise or at Sunset. These lat-
ter sets moved round the sky, following the Sun, during any
year.

2. The Crop Gircles Connection.

After an introduction to the Crop Circles phenomenon during
'1988 and subsequent visits to Wiltshire and Hampshire to
examine the physical evidence, analysis work on the spi-
ralled crop lays demonstrated that the effects could have only
been produced artificially, by advanced pieces of radiation
technology. However, the implied technology was more ad-
vanced than current human technology and, necessarily, the
device would have been mounted on a very stable aerial craft
operatlng at high altitudes. This, the first of two links with the
UFO activity often reported in the crop circle areas, was re-
ported by Ref. 6.2. The second link was provided after the
processing of reported timings of a few crop circle forma-
tions, which either had been created, very rapidly, in the
presence of the witnesses, or had appeared during a very
short time period between observations of the site. These
times were found to correspond closely to those predicted by
the Astronautical Theory for UFO events at those locations,
Ref. 6.3 informed readers of "'The Circulaf' o'f this discovery.
Unfortunately, no genuine crop formations are known lo have
been witnessed being created during recent years, so it has

$S$? N*mk$mcm1*** F€**BqAa**
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Each of the identified tracks can
have one of ten defined inclina-
tions to the equator and the
tracks are generated in retro-
grade (East to West) directions
through predetermined and fixed
navigational points on the equa-
tor. The formulation of the The-
ory suggests that exPloration craft
are delivered into the atmosPhere
and are, later, retrieved bY the
craft operating in sPace. The ex-
ploration craft, oPerating within
the atmosphere, are resPonsible
for the reported UFO activitY and,
presumably, could be used to
create croP-circle formations in

the manner alreadY identified.

3. The Canadian Sites of 1999.

The Centre for CroP Circle Stud-
ies (CCCS) received information
of Canadian crop formations
throughout the latter Part of the
summer of 1999. The information
was received as e-mail from Mr.

Paul Anderson of TMP/CPR-
Canada, by Mr. George BishoP'
current CCCS Chairman and edi-
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not been possible to further validate this this timing connection

with UFO activity. ln the absence of timing data, the only checks

that can be mad-e are those which involve investigations of possi-

ble connections with the operational ground tracks identified by

the Theory. These tracks over the ground are supposed to be

created (like shadows) directly below the transient (short time du-

ration) super-orbital tracks of advanced spacecraft -- these being

presumed to be operating outside the atmosphere'

tor of the CCCS magazine, The Circular - who then relayed

the information for analYsis.

The sites affected from mid-July to end of September have

been (roughly, in date order) Montebello, Quebec; Hagers-

ville, Ontario; tignisfr, Prince Edward lsland; Ealve Lake,

North British Columbia; Edmonton, Alberta; and Weyburn/
Midale, Saskatchewan.
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i-=s: s:es \'/ere processed through the UFO Tracks Pro-
g'.- '.. ^i'estigate whetherthey might have been linked in
e' : ;,.: r accordance with the Astronautical Theory.
Fig 1 s an example Latitude/Longitude grid map, as pro-
c-.:r 'l- each site. The track lines superimposed on each
g': a'e s^.ra lengths of the identified global ground-track
-es ,',-:l could be followed to deliver/retrieve exploration

:'3: :. "cn that location (possibly, for the purpose of cre-
a: -; :-:c-'oTmations). The tracks are allocated local track
---:.-s ar:d their global identifiers are listed to the left of
:-. :-r T'ac. By comparing these identifiers, common
-.s .E:,',oen the sites can be quickly noted. The first

r^--:e' o' each identifier gives the inclination of the related
s:-ce'-oT! r to the equator. This is followed by the intersec-
t cr . ^ cegrees longitude) of that track with the equator,
east cf :l'e Location being considered.
It v;as d,scovered that only Montebello and Hagersville
shared a s ngle track line, but other sites were linked more
subtly by being served by tracks which originated at the
same marker on the equator. Edmonton was served by
only one track Iine, but that track passes over S.E. Eng-
land at Woodbridge, Suffolk, which was the site of the well-
known USAF UFO encounters in Rendlesham Forest dur-
ing late December, 1980 --- an interesting coincidence. lt
was noticed that other equatorial markers (middle figures)
listed for the Canadian sites were also shared by tracks,
with different inclinations, serving other interesting places in

England, such as that famous crop circles site, Alton Bar-
nes, Wiltshire.
The results of the exercise are displayed by Figures 2, 3

and 4 and will be discussed next.

4. Results of the study.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the crop-circle sites in East and West
Canada, respectively. Only those tracks for each site which
link that site, in some way, with other sites have been se-
lected and drawn in. They have been re-numbered 1 to 14
and the significance of the numbers will now be explained:
No.1 is a track serving both Montebello and Hagersville and
it is the only one of that kind -but Tignish track No.2 is gen-
erated from the same point on the equator (70.46'E), the dif-
ference being its orbit's inclination.
Tracks No. 3 through Tignish and No. 4 through Monte-
bello, with different associated inclinations, share another
common equatorial generator point (79.0"E). This generator
is also identified with a track serving Alton Barnes, Wiltshire,
England.
Tracks 5, 6 and 7, serving Montebello, Hagersville and Wey-
burn/Midale, respectively, have different inclinations associ-
ated with them, but share a common generator (33.18"W).
Two further tracks serving Montebello and Hagersville, Nos.
8 and 9, respectively, are generated from 59.55'E on the
equator.
A generator situated at 19"E links No.10 track running
through Hagersville with the No.11 track serving Weyburn/
Midale. This generator is also a familiar identifier for tracks
serving several well-known British sites, including Alton Bar-
nes.
Tracks through Tignish (No.12) and Ealve Lake



(No. 13) are linked by the common generator point at 27.73.W
on the equator, even though they are situated on opposite sides
of the vast land of Canada.

Edmonton turned out to be served by only one track, No 14,

but -- as has already been noted --- that track also passes

through the site of the famous UFO encounters with USAF per-

sonnel in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk.
Some of the common links just listed are shown by Fig. 4.

Overview.

Only six scattered sites in Canada have been able to be consid-
ered for this exercise.

There are 1010 fixed ground tracks defined by the Astronautical
Theory, and they provide access to all locations on the Earth
between 76'N and 76"5 latitudes. ln view of this, it has to be

considered remarkable that groups of the six sites featuring
crop-formations have been found to be referenced by UFO ac-

tivity tracks, which have common equatorial origins.

Referring to Fig. 4, the connection shown to exist between
Tignish ind Ealve Lake was the most unexpected of these find-
ings -- but equally - remarkable is the common equatorial root
(19"E), discovered for those two tracks running through Hagers-
ville and Weyburn. Tracks generated from 33.18"W on the

equator serve Montebello, Hagersville and Weyburn, but for
reasons of clarity, the track linking to Weyburn has been omit-
ted from the map. The difference between the tracks is in the
different inclinations of the super-orbits from which they are de-
rived --- those inclinations being 58', 53' and 52', respectively.
The unexpected links between the Canadian crop-circle sites of
1999 shown up by this exercise have served to reinforce, fur-
ther, those links with programmed UFO activity demonstrated
oreviouslv bv Refs. 6.1 and 6.2.

That the only track identified as being available to serve
Edmonton is also shared by a famous English UFO site
seems, in these circumstances, to be more than just a
meaningless coincidence.

References.

6.1 J. Allen Hynek'The UFO Experience -- A Scientific
lnquiry' Abelard - Schuman, Ltd.,1972 (Book)

6.2 T.R. Dutton 'Mathematical Simulation of Genuine Crop
Circles'The Circular, Vol.3 No.4, March 1993

6.3 T.R. Dutton 'Circles Within Circles - The Astronautical
Connections' The Circular, Vol. 4 No. 1 , June 1993
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NEWS DESKITEM

Declaration for the New Millennium

We are DEFINITELY not Alone!

That is the bold claim being put out to herald the New Millennium by
retired professional aerospace engineer, T. Roy Dutton and, with it, he is
challenging scientists to prove him wrong if they can! But, given his level of
expertise on aerospace matters and with thirty-two year's scientific study of UFO
'hardware' reports behind him, he knows he's standing on very firm ground.

After processing thousands of reports drawn from all over the world and
from a time period of more than a century and after discovering, twenty years
ago, that the best UFO events were following a kind of global time-table, Mr. Dutton
can now demonstrate proof that the organised activity stems from space.
ln fact, he is able to show that those mysterious Glose Encounters, still being reported
from all over the world, provide evidence of a programmed surveillance and
exploration exercise -- being carried on by advanced and automated craft that
could never have originated on Earth.

Apart from having made , arguably, one of the most important discoveries
of all time, Mr. Dutton can provide information to facilitate practical applications
of his work. As examples -- he can assist serious on-site observers of the sky to
be observing at the most favourable times and --- what's more --- could indicate
where, in the sky, those SETI radio telescopes should be pointed for best results.
That first kind of trial activity is already taking place (successfully) in Britain,
lreland , the USA and Canada. (Unfortunately, members of the SETI-set are not yet
prepared to be helped. Perhaps they might find things they would not wish to find,
or more quickly than they would wish?)

ln view of the wide-ranging implications of his findings, Mr. Dutton believes that this
is an important time for the world to become aware of them.
Until now, his communications efforts have been largely directed towards serious
researchers and scientists --- because, as a responsible professional, he feels it
is important that the work should be properly tested by others. But, in the absence
of any deep interest from universities, a decade ago he began testing new reports using

special programs he had written for his PC. Now, almost 900 additional test cases
later, he can have little doubt about the authenticity of his discoveries.
That is why he is able to declare, with confidence:

We are DEFINITELY not Alone!

For further information contact T.R.Dutton, CEng, MIMechE, MRAeS by
telephone/facsimile on 01803 326628 (UK), or by e-mail

tr deti@gr eathill. fr ee s erve. co. uk



REVIEWS...
PRESS RELEASE

TITLE; Psycho-Electrics: A Theory
Offering Rational Explanations for
Paranoimal Phenomena. Author: John lvimy' ISBN 1

900796 06 6 Paperback 185 pp UK Price f12'50

Psycho-Electrics examines such paranormal phenom-

"ni as ghosts, crop circles and spontaneous human

combust'ion, offering rational explanations based on the

author's extensive knowledge of classical philosophy

and mathematics. ln spite of its esoteric subject mattgr'

the book is very readable and accessible to the lay

reader.

At 8.25pm on 8 January 1989 a Boeing 737 flying from Lon-

don to 
'Belfast 

crashed on the Ml Motorway near Kegworth

in Leicestershire with the loss of 47 lives' The final report on

theaccidentwaspublished'lgmonthslater'ltattributedthe
main cause of the disaster to errors on the part of the flight

crew, Captain Kevin Hunt and first Officer David Mclelland'
*no *"t" consequently dismissed from the service of British

ll1iOtanOs Airways. The M1 disaster occurred just 18- days

after the Lockeibie disaster of Pan-American flight'103' and

geographically the two accidents were not far apart'

John lvimy, a former Assistant Secretary in the Ministry of

Civil Aviation, who trained as a pilot in the RAF Volunteer

n"t"r" during World War 2, was struck by the number of

similarities beti,veen the two accidents in the UK and three

air dlsasters which had occurred in the United States while

he was studying air transport over there on a Common-

wealth Fund Feiiowship in 1951. On that occasion he for-

mulated a theory which accounted for the air disasters by

postulating the existence of an as yet undetected force -
' psycho-electricitY'.

That theory is now published for the first time in his new

book; Psyiho-Electrics - A Theory Offering Rational Expla-

nations for Paranormal Phenomena.

ln Chapter 7 of this book, John lvimy subjects the massive

report of the official investigation into the M1 disaster to a
OetaiteO analysis in which he shows that, on grounds of ordi-

nary common sense, their conclusions are untenable' He

maintains that the facts as described in the report cannot be

explained consistently in a common sense other than by

means of his theory of the paranormal.

He completely exonerates the flight crew of the aircraft from

any blame for the accident. When the co-pilot, giving evi-

dence at the coroner's inquest, asserted that he must have

been misled by his instruments, he was speaking the literal

truth. No other explanation is possible.

John lvimy maintains that Kevin Hunt and David Mclelland
are good pitots wfro did nothing wrong but we.re sacrificed as

victiirs on the altar of Orthodox Science which still persists

in refusing to admit the existence of paranormal phenom-

ena.

The book is published by Pen Press Publishers Ltd, London'

And should be available via all good book sellers'

Psycho-Electrics bY John lvimY

Review by George BishoP

An interesting book in its own right, but from our point of

view, the seition on crop circles will make.it compulsive

anO iequlreO reading for all good croppies'. I couldn't help

but irreverently wonder at this point how the hoaxers are

going to add this to their arsenal of effects!

Not the first time that crop circles have been deciphered

as messages from the dead, nor that there is an energy

involved in-the creation of crop circles that has affinities to

magnetism, electricity or similar and is capable of being

maiipulated consciously or subconsciously by the human

psyche.

John lvimy manages to twist together many aspects of the

prrrnorrit weaui-ng a powerful arg-ument for his theory' lt

i. ,n 
"u.y 

read foithe non-scientific, but there is enough

meat to entice those who demand complicated formulae

before they will believe anything. Mathem.aticians and

geometriciins, Pythagorean or Euclidean, will all find food

ior thought and much to while away the winter evenings'

Does humankind have the propensity to project energy

into environment collectively at times of great stress? This

ii tn" finO of problem to which John lvimy applies his

theories, but in more modernistic terms and in situations

wtiicn invotve haunting, aircraft crashes, UFOs' crop cir-

cles and spontaneous human combustion'

I have a genetic deficiency, my DNA code for maths is re-

tarded oiwithered, but I did find some of the maths easy

to comprehend, and I noted that John had taken my ill-

educated wondering about a fourth dimension to a geo-

metric progression with which I can be much more com-

fortable, thin the blanket soporifics we are usually fobbed

off with. Not that he claims these revelations to be his own'

or even new. The ancient Greeks obviously knew a thing

or two about hyperspatial concepts too' Most of all' it

looks 'tidy', as if it really is the simple answer to a number

of differing paranormal activities that may well have a com-

mon causative factor.

I think this may well turn out to one of those seminal books

from which threads can be compared with threads from

other sources. You don't need to be a nuclear scientist to

understand and be interested in the text. lt may be popu-

laristic to some scientists, but surely that is what we

should be about, breaking down physics into bite sized

and comprehensible pieces that are easily digested to

raise our ievels of comprehension and to enable us to rec-

ognise the clues that might be right under our noses' With-

oit trOging the real issues or glossing over the hard bits!

Mind opening exercises thrown in for freel

As the author of books called The Sphinx and the Mega-

liths, Troy Remembered and Lives Relived his credentials

need little introduction from me. I believe he is hoping that

there will be some reprinting of The Sphinx and The Mega-

liths in the near future.



Crop Circle Year Book 1999
compiled by
Steve Alexander and Karen Douglas

Reviewed by Ray Cox

Described as 'the first in a series of year books' recording
the crop circle phenomenon in the UK, this is a beautiful,
glossy 44 booklet containing some of Steve Alexander's
strikingly-observed photographs of 1999 formations taken
mainly in the Wiltshire areas of Avebury and Alton Barnes,
with a few from Hampshire. After all, this is where the fine
events of the year appeared yet again.

The photos are interspersed with short but well-chosen,
concise paragraphs by Karen Douglas, locating the circles
within the atmosphere of the ancient sacred landscape
around which they occurred.

The reproductions of the photographs are splendid, but I

shouldn't imagine Steve Alexander accepting anything less
in quality. There are photos of the formations set within the
landscape, internal shots and pictures of individual ancient
sites and monuments from the immediate locality as well.
The pages have a discreet background 'shadow' image.
But the most striking images of all, are four full page land-
scape pictures of formations in their local settings, with the
nearby ancient site included, giving a fuller picture and fla-
vour of the circle in its setting.. So, even if one already has
some postcard-sized images, the reproduction at this scale
will be most impressive
OK, it's not a wide survey of UK circles, and the book is thin
at 26 pages including the cover, however, its sheer value is

in the content. lt is the kind of book that you will want to
look at over and over again. For newcomers it should re-
veal to them something of the wonder and beauty of the
phenomenon.

So, then, another book to add to the recent books on the
subject, this time emphasising the pictorial - and very sig-
nificant - part of the phenomenon, proof, if any were
needed, of its ongoing resilience.

A final comment cannot be left out: My copy through the
post was resolutely and impeccably packed. The book was
contained first within a polythene envelope,

then protected by an A4 stiff card, then an outer envelope with
'Do Not Bend' written on it. lt arrived in perfect condition. Such
attention is an example I welcome. Well done.

ADDENDUM
George Bishop

I too received a copy of this book through the post, impeccably
packed as Ray remarks. Whilst I would endorse all of Ray's
comments, particularly the thinness, it is important to point out
that there are over 100 images packed within its pages and the
costs of production must have been phenomenally high, if you'll
excuse the pun. The finish is impeccable, and was obviously
put together without too many economic restraints. Niggles?
One or two, mostly technical, Text headings some times blend
a little too well with the background image. Text somewhat
clipped at times, probably due to restrictions of space and a
"slight" lack of impartiality on occasion, or am I being paranoid?

There is an advert within this magazine for those who want to
rush off and order a copy. Since this production is being van-
guarded in place of Steve's usual annual calendar, one can only
assume that it is an evolution of that medium that we might in-
creasingly encounter over the next few years - only time will
inevitably tell. lt is an important step in the recording of the phe-
nomenon and does emphasise the importance of locating im-
ages within the context of the surrounding countryside. lts subti-
tle of 'A pictorial tour of crop circles and their landscapes' does
seem more apposite, if somewhat less wieldy as an annual se-
ries title. Obviously well planned and thought through, I suspect
it will be a very successful venture.

Roughly 8.25 inches by 11.5 inches in size for those who do not
recognise the term 'A4', it is produced on glossy art /card bound,
paper. and is published by

"Temporary Temple Press" of
27 Francis Road,

Gosport,
Hants., PO12 2UG, UK

ISBN 0 9537446 0 4 at f l2 within the UK, f I4
in Europe $25 in USA and f I 5 to the rest of

CROP CIRCLE YEAR BOOK 1999
A pictorial tour of crop circles and their landscapes

The first in a series of colour books, recording the crop circle phenomenon,
by Steve Alexander & Karen Douglas

Featuring stunning aerial photography, interior landscapes and full written commentary recording
the many aspects of this unique and beautiful subject. Karen Douglas is a long time writer and
commentator on the crop circle mystery. Steve Alexander has developed a professional and artis-
tic approach to the photography of the crop circle subject over recent years and his work has been
used in advertising publications and media all over the world.

To order your copy write to the address above, in column 2, enclosing a cheque for the appropriate
amount, made payable to S. Alexander.
Foreign cheques in Sterling please. Euro Gheques and personal Dollar cheques are acceptable



The GroP Circle Galendar 2000

Further to last issue's two reviews' I have b-een passed. another

tJr"norilo-t*i"*. t revieweo a similar offering from the sam'e

stable last year and *lt-no1 overly impressgd by last year's

quality, although it was:rn-a vety r'.td" foimat that compensated

considerably for some *in- nlggrJ"' However' back to this

year's offering.

It is its sheer size which will attract' being .15 inches high by

11.5 inches wide (42 
"tn 

* iO "'), 
and coniains 12 photographs

of 1999 formations tnri'"i" ro ir{ches high and 11 inches wide

( 28x25 cm ). Tnen tirere is the front cover photo' which is a

iull-page view of tn" 
'6lu]f'" oen tormation- in Wiltshire' well

worth the money tor. tnil pi"tut" alone' even if.it is upside down!

iffiil;;;hi*rv ,p i" tti" o"ov ot the calendar' This calendar

it'.pit"ffvi,"rna"at irre top, so e'ach 'month-at-a-vieW is hung on

;;;;il.i;ntiat device', which will not let you down under nor-

ili,i#"a-ni i"rt 
"iin" 

investigations of impatient visitors'

Unlike the previous reviews we have carried -out 
where the em-

;ffi;;iil ;" tnelaitoegde's {ormations' this calendar

focuses on the 
"rr,"ni 

liop oJ tot*atiorrs',and comprises 12

aerial shots all taken ;y ilty Taylor' Each photograph is ac-

companied Uy a snort iescrifitive'paragraph giving brieJ details

""0 
i.r""ti"n in engrisil anJ d"t*un' The. English captions are

a little stilted at times, Uuiine bilinguatism in no way intrudes on

the enjoyment of the ;d#;t' Eich full page has..a mgnlh bv

;;t" ;L;til" at the bottom, not a lot of space to write notes on'

but a bit more than last Year'
ltdoesmakemewonderwhethercroppiesreallydoscrib.bleon
ii,Jil-pr""i"rt catenoaisz Perhaps it'would be a useful exer-

cise to write to tne vii;us calend'ar producers, because if you

don't write in tne spiel'in"v pt*io!'. they could use more of

the space for the pi"i'i"ti ot'you write on yours? Please let

me know.

Considering that in general as you m9k9 yo.ur 35 mm

"'Js;'iir"t 
Eisger, the! 'i"ttv 

loie a lot..of definition and

become fuzzy,intnis case ifi6re is very little loss of defini-

tion and in some cases-ine-targe format exposes some of

iirl'Jrrri", oetait that other photographers cannot repro-

duce.

This is probably the best all round calendar on the market

il;i ii;r;aeen (steve Alexander has not.produced one

this yeafl, but I suspect that all good croppies will buy all

that are offered. rt it pii""J at dM zs'go or €15'30' but if

ffi l;;;-in" ur 
"no 

vou were to send Bustv Tavlor'

whose address you witt 'finO on the back cover' a e10

;;;";P;;rio,d"', he will send vou a copv' lf vou

ii""i."*n"re in the world, the lSBi{ is.3-932540-19-0

,ni ,o, 
"oufd 

order it fiom your local retailer of calendars

or diiect from the publishers, who are:

Verlag BTMAX Neue Medien,

Siefhofener Str. 15

D-86669
Konigsmoos
GermanY

They may be contacted at WV\M/'bimax'de.for those with

internet connections oi on tetepnone number; +49 845+

it tOsZ or bY fax on +49 8454-91 1653

Excellent value for money and a veritable feast of 1999

formations.

@ Steve Alexander
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MIND GAMES
An alternative Crop Circle theory.

Theories about the construction of crop formations are legion
but very few have any kind of evidence to back them. ln this
article I will describe a new theory that, although it lacks hard
scientific facts, provldes new evidence and puts forward ex-
planations for many of the bizarre experiences of visitors to
the sites.

ln essence, my theory proposes that most crop formations,
particularly those of great complexity, have been laid down by
human agency using mind pressure alone. This procedure
comes under the heading of psychokinesis (Ref l) or the
'ascendance of mind over matter'. However, before I go into
the reasons behind this theory, I must cover some background
information.

Over a long period of time development of the designs seems
to have followed the pattern of human thinking in the way
skllls were being practised. The shapes began with simple
clrcles then progressed through joined and linked rings and
patterns of ever increasing complexity up to the incredibly de-
tailed shapes we see today. The exploslon of the phenome-
non worldwide could be explained by the assumption of copy-
cat workers in communication perhaps through e - mail.

There is no doubt in my mind that natural forces such as wind
vortices have formed some simple shapes. I am also in no
doubt that groups using physical methods are becoming more
sophisticated and hence may produce designs that could, at
first sight, be mistaken for'real' formations. However, I think
that the great majority of recent formations have been con-
structed by methods similar to that outlined by my theory.
Some support for this is shown by the fact that a local group in
Sussex once used this method to form simple deslgns.

Using psychokinesis to lay down crop formations would obvi-
ously not be a simple exercise; one person operating alone
would be unlikely to have the required mind power. A group of
three or four would probably provide sufficient power but
would need some practice or training to concentrate and coor-
dinate their minds and to select the right 'wavelength'. Once
these techniques had been mastered the group members
could link their thoughts and, with the aid of a pre-drawn de-
sign and a large-scale map of the intended site, could impress
the design on the crop by mind pressure. Foregathering at a
place overlooking the selected site could make the large-scale
map redundant. If we accept this scenario then several groups
in frequent communication must be cooperating to produce
the large number of formations occurring annually and to pre-
vent the overlapping of designs at favoured sites.

Psychokinesis (abbreviated to PK), or mind over matter, is a
real and proven ability. Many scientific experiments have pro-
duced statistically acceptable results (Ref 2) and the Russians
in particular have given official sanction to experiments in this
field (Ref 3).

The variety of successful PK experiments is quite amazing;
amongst other examples living enzymes have been activated
or inhibited, the groMh of plants has been accelerated and the
fall of dice has been influenced. There has even been a sug-
gestion that the peculiar 'observer effect' seen in quantum
physics experiments is due to the observer unconsciously us-
ing PK on the parlicles (or waves) being observed. Metal
bending (remember Uri Geller?) is also a proven result of PK
that appears to affect the molecular structure of the metals
(Ref 4).

By R. V. John.

It has been extensively investigated both in the laboratory and
in the field to such an extent that one French industrial metal
producer routinely uses 'metal benders'to test new products.

As a dowser my specific expertise is in archaeology, a disci-
pline in which results can be confirmed or denied by excavation
or reference to learned publications. This is an advantage un-
available to many dowsers who have only hearsay or the dows-
ing literature with which to compare their findings. The result is
that my work has developed a greater degree of accuracy than
would normally be expected of dowsing practices outside the
field of professional water finding or healing.

During my archaeological dowsing I made a remarkable discov-
ery. Excavations of ancient burials often uncover small, water
worn pebbles that had been buried with the body. These peb-
bles are frequently found in graves that are many miles from
flowing water and often represent a type of rock that is foreign
to the area. Dowsing some of these objects showed that they
were personal cult stones that had been presented to the de-
ceased on reaching adulthood and had been cherished as con-
tainers for the soul or psyche of its owner. I named them 'life
stones'. On the owner's death the life stones were buried cere-
monially, sometimes with the body but more often alone while
the mortal remains were recycled to nature by the elements
and predators.

We all know that the ancients worshipped great stones as the
bones of Mother Earth and used them in stone circles and
megalithic tombs, but this use of small pebbles was a new dis-
covery. lt was of particular importance because they had fre-
quently been revered and handled and thus had been sub-
jected to long and continuous thought pressure. As a result
they had absorbed and recorded all the details and events in
the lives of their owners. This hitherto secret information can be
'read' by a procedure known as psychometry.

Psychometry (PM) is the art of retrieving personal information
from objects such as watches and jewellery that have absorbed
the information through long and intimate contact with its
owner. The objects are normally'read' by psychics or sensitives
who handle the object while allowing impressions to seep into
their minds. However, if the information required is complicated,
this method can be biased by subconscious memories and be-
liefs or just by the natural desire to impress and please.

A similar procedure that is less likely to suffer from such bias, is
that of dowsing over the object and asking specific, unambigu-
ous questions requiring only 'yes' or 'no' answers. Under-
standably this method is a lot slower, but it is more accurate.
The application of PM to the archaeological life stones pro-
duced fascinating details of past lives, some of it relevant to this
article.

It is widely known that the earliest illustration of crop circles is
the 17th century woodcut showing the devil producing a forma-
tion. However, life stones picked up on the ancient Ridgeway
near Avebury have provided information that crop formations
were known even in prehistoric times.

One life stone belonged to a wise man who died in 1680 BC.
He was able to construct plain, swirled circles in growing barley
by using PK reinforced by dancing and chanting. Another, who
died in 220 BC, made triangles, squares and circles to terrify
the local people and to increase his own prestige.



Nearer to our own times lived a white witch who tried to convert
the peasants to Christianity by attributing to God the crosses in

circles that she caused to appear in the fields. Her frightened flock
killed her and burned her hut down in AD 1220.

Several other life stones from different locations tell a similar
story. All the owners had used PK to form simple designs in
grassland or standing crops, usually to frighten or impress the Io-

cal people. lt may be that they succeeded too well - some were
murdered by frightened farmers, others were sacrificed to return
them to the gods.

Now we turn to more recent examples of crop formations. /f my
theory is correct then, in the area within the formation, strong mind
pressure will have been applied to the crop and hence also to the
soil beneath it, lnevitably that soil contains stones and, having
been exposed to this mind pressure, the stones should record in-

formation from the mind or minds applying that pressure (short,
intense mind pressure is as effective in making a recording as is
long term, gentle pressure). This is exactly what seems to have
happened. Dowsing of small stones recovered from within a crop
formation confirms that they have been subjected to mind pres-

sure and have recorded details of those involved. Reading the
personal information is not easy, but the method allows an as-
sessment of how many people were involved and whether con-
struction was by physical or mental methods. lt is also informative
to compare the strengths (by dowsing) of the mental impressions
on stones collected from inside and outside the formations.

Although I have always been interested in crop formations, I was
not really active in the field until Andrew King contacted me in the
early part of this year (1999). From my own limited experience of
formations and from the small stones generously supplied by him'
I have been able to hone my skills and increase my sensitivity to
the stage where I €n now detect not only the recordings from the
authors of the formation, but also the weak impression from the
stones' finder and the even weaker impression made by the
farmer as he concentrated on his work during ploughing' This en-
hanced ability means that a comparison of the strengths of im-
pressions is fairly accurate. lt must be remembered that a PK
method of crop formation would leave a very strong impression on
a stone while a physical method would give a weaker recording
because the amount of mind pressure would have been much
less.

There is a further check that can be made. lntense mind pressure
seems to stimulate the activity of molecules within its field (PK
again) and this stimulation applies to both stones and crop. Dows-
ing the Molecular Aura of samples can then show whether it has
been exposed to mental pressures. I have used the term
'Molecular Aura' to represent the outer envelope of the aggre-
gated electro-magnetic fields of all the molecules in a sample. The
figures quoted below are the measured (dowsed) radii of these
outer electro-magnetic envelopes.

Let me give an example of a typical dowsing analysis of samples
of wheat and stones from a formation.
lf I give an arbitrary value of 100 units (which have no scientific
value) to the finder's impression on a recovered stone, typical
other comparative values are then:
1. Stones.
a) From outside the formation: Farmeds impression 5 units.
No other impressions. Mol. Aura 25cm.
b) From inside the formation: Farmer's impression 5 units.
Author's PK impression 270 units.
Note: lf the formation had been physically made, less mind pres-
sure would have been used and the authors' PK impression would
be in the order of 30 to 40 units.
2. Wheat.
a) From outside the formation: Mol. Aura 27.Scm.
b) From inside the formation: Mol. Aura 60cm.

ln late June 1997 a small dumbbell shaped formation exhibiting
the normal anticlockwise swirled pattern appeared in growing
wheat in the field hehind mv horrse

li could not be easily seen from any nearby road and
hence remained virtually unknown, even by the farmer,

until the wheat was harvested. Naturally I dowsed it in de-

tail immediately after its formation and have dowsed the
site at intervals since that time, establishing that an 'energy
field' remains in place even though the field has been
regularly cultivated.

The detailed results of my dowsing would take up too
much space, but, in essence, this is what I found; three
local people constructed the formation by roughly the
method given above, which is by PK. The procedure laid

down a strong 'energy field' of presently unknown type
which extended to the boundary of the formation at full

strength and then fell to zero over a distance of 15-25 cm.

the height of this energy field was slightly greater than the
height of the original crop i.e. about 1m. No swirled pattern

of energy or vortices could be detected within this field ex-
cept at the centre where a narrow anticlockwise spiral rose
to a height of about 2m.

From the site I collected samples of wheat and small
stones. The wheat from inside the circles had higher en-
ergy levels than that from outside; the stones from outside
the circles had no abnormal psychic impressions while
those from Inside were impressed with mental energies
from the authors.

Just as interesting is the situation today, two years after
the appearance of 'my' circles. The energy field is still pre-

sent at the same height, has not changed in shape and

appears to have lost none of its original strength. The cen-
tral spiral of energy is still in evidence and small stones
retain memories of the authors of the circles. The field has
been twice sown with cereal crops since'1997 but lhave
not seen any increase or decrease in height, colour or
density of successive crops over the areas of the original
circles.

The height of the energy field (1 metre) is significant. From
my reading I see that no two dowsers get the same reac-
tions inside formations and this may be due to their meth-
ods of approach and to the subconscious thoughts behind
the dowsing questions. Their results would very likely de-
pend on; a) the height of the dowsing instrument, whether
in or out of the energy field, b) whether the dowser's atten-
tion is fixed at ground level in the energy field or above it,

c) whether the dowser is in an emotional state of excite-
ment, apprehension or anticipation, in which case these
emotions would entrain or react with the existing energy
field and; d) whether he or she is sufficiently disciplined in
this unusual situation to phrase unambiguous and sensible
dowsing questions.

Although these results appear to be relevant, it must be
remembered that this is a single series of observations;
many more would be needed to confirm the information.
However, it is my opinlon that most other PK formations
are likely to show the same characteristics.

Let us now examine another formation to show how com-
plicated some analyses can be. I refer lo the 'Daily Mail'
formation at Avebury, Wiltshire in early August '1999 (see
photo 17 ). lt was photographed and described in detail in

that paper (dated August 7th) as a hoax to show how eas-
ily a simple, mechanical procedure could be used to make
a complex design.



By coincidence I was in the area at the time of its construc-
tion and was able to visit the site. Following those visits I

can say that much of the information in the Daily Mail arlicle
was fabricated and many of the described incidents could
not have taken place. For instance in the middle of a heat
wave the reporter was "soaked and freezing" and she re-
ported that the operators "dived into the scrub at the edge
of the field" where there is no scrub, or even a hedge.
Worst of all the reporter describes how the formation could
be seen from Silbury Hill when, in reality, one cannot be
seen from the other.

There are many other discrepancies in what is supposed to
be a first hand account, but it is obvious that the reporter
was not present and that her only information was from the
(claimed) makers of the formation. During my visits I

dowsed extensively and collected samples of wheat and
small stones. There are too many results to detail so I give
here only the most significant.

i. Ston". from outside the formation (3 samples).
Farmer's impression: 6 -7 units.
Mol Aura: 25 cm.
No other impressions
2. Stones from inside the formation (3 samples).
Farmer's impression: 6 units.
Mol Aura: 62 -70 cm
Makers' impression: 237 -248 units and 34 units (one stone
had two authors' impressions)
3. Wheat from outside the formation (2 samples):
Mol Aura: 2.5 and 12.5 cm.
4. Wheat from inside the formation:
Mol Aura: 60 and 70 cm.

My general conclusion was in opposition to that inferred by
the Daily Mail artide: it seemed to me that the formation
was laid down by PK. However, the low value of an extra
autho/s impression on one stone was an anomaly that
needed to be investigated, so I looked again at the field
dowsing results.

Most of the inside area had responded positively to ques-
tions which asked whether the formation had been man
made by non-physical methods but an area at the base of
the formation (it was on a slight slope) also gave a 'yes' to
questions about physical methods.

My interpretation of these results is that the formation was
laid down by a small group using PK. Then, so that they
could tell the reporter that physical methods had been used,
they worked over a small area with boards. A photograph in
the paper shows hooded figures carrying boards, but there
is no photograph of them at work. I conclude that the exer-
cise was intended to convey the message that all crop for-
mations, however complex in design, have been made by
physical methods and that those who think otherwise are
being deluded.

Here I rest my case. However, in all honesty I must remind
readers that my theory is not carved in stone and the dows-
ing results, although checked and rechecked, are still sub-
ject to some of the vagaries inherent in all dowsing proce-
dures because they are filtered through the mind of the op-
erator.

Nevertheless, I hope I have given you food for thought and
perhaps a new basis for questions about the incredible de-
signs that appear so frequently to amaze and intrigue us.
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Crop-ci rcle Pecu I iarities
@ March 2000 bY Ron Jonah Ohan

l. Local GeoqraPhic

1 - most complex and famous formations occur in

area in England (Wiltshire, Hampshire or'Wessex'
gion is more historically and romantically
known).
2 - often in close proximity to England's tradi-

tional Neolithic ritual ceremonial sites
(Stonehenge, Silbury Hill, Avebury etc)'
3 - on dowsable earth-energy lines (Michael's

Meridian, Michael/Mary line, and on subsidi-
ary, less well known or not yet christened
lines.)
4 - aligned with magnetic or cardinal compass
directions sometimes, but not always.
5 - atop underground water sources, aquifers,
or close to reservoirs, springs, rivers etc.

6 - often within view of each other, or in close proximity to other

a definite
as the re-

ln this article Jonah reviews some of the
basic characteristics of crop circles and
their formatlon, some of it very basic to

of us, but PerhaPs a refreshing
ance to review what we know of the

enon so far. Some of it not so
basic after all. An ideal opportunity for
a mental audit of the past decade or so!

Jonah will be talking at our August Con-
ference and we will be running some
more of his articles in future issues.

6 - banding, a few stalks' leaves wrapping a band'
7 - bands Iaid in 12'-18" wide rows, parallel to each other

and with seedheads aligned.
8 - some of the perimete/s stalks bent, at the same angle

9 - an exact "cutting edge" to undam-
aged outside stalks.

lV. Geometric
1 - usually a surrounding outer circle.
2 - comparisofts with comPass and
straightedge "construction".
...a - "drawn" construction lines clearly
(sometimes faintly) visible, but often
most are "erased"/imPlied.
...b - construction-points for drawing a
pattern correspondingly lie (invisibly)
within downlay formation-sections.

sites, or previous years'formations .

7 - often'on sloping ground offering good views of the formation

8 - symmetric consistent regularity in the symbol's structure

despiie differences in the field's topography, soil and moisture

variations, patching of plants, etc'
9 - in temporarily growing fields of our daily food: for example;

wheat, rye, bad6y, canola, rice, but also found in grass, sand,

scrub and snow
10 - sometimes in the same fields through different years

ll. Detectable Enerqies
A. during the creation Period:
1 - preceding vertical light-beam
2 - short trilling sound recorded at ca. 5 kHz.

3 - balls of light witnessed acting unusually.
...a - films show very intense light, variously-coloured
...b - changes form, releases smaller lights.
...c - vanishing instantaneously, or light retains its size

as it recedes in distance.
...d - has no physical depth (photo enhancement analysis)

4 - 1lo -20 seconds estimated creation time
5 - made in the dead of night, sometimes several in same night'

6 - occasionally local power-shortage in nearby dwellings'
B. within the circle:
1 - burlsts of powerful microwave heat producing bent but un-

broken stalks.
2 - vast (cooling) water-drainage from underground, cracked

earth occasionally, chalk-bed may become visible.
3 - unusual chemical powder deposits may lie strewn about'

4 - wider range of background electromagnetic radiation.

5 - simpler energy sub-formations felt and measured, often

strongest at a circle's centre or edges.
6 - reported camera/battery, mobile phone, watches'failure in

circles, compass deflections occasionally detected.
7 - electrical motor instruments far overhead may be affected'

C. short-term: (1-2 davs): decreasing radioactivity'
6. lonqer-term after-effects: electromagnetic energy pattern of
forrnat'ron remains even after harvesting (for at least a year).

lll. Swirlinq effects
t - rn varying dtrections, e.g. clockwise then counter-clockwise

spiral-vortex swirling, along precise delineation lines within

the figure.
2 - up to 5 levels of directional layers felled in time-sequence.
3 - often many sorts of lay in the same formation.
4 - sophisticated lay-details, for example; weaving, sunbursts,

nests, baskets (See front cover issue #37).
5 - sometimes a standing tuft in a circle's centre.

...c- several formation variations are differently "shaded"

construction-parts of the same basic pattern-combination'
...d-'partly-drawn" outer segments imply quite new patterns

extending beyond the outer boundary.
3 - some specific formations develop exactly in separate
later formations by adding progressive complexity.
4 - a typical shape with many examples during 1-2 seasons,

for eiample; various hexagons, six-pointed stars, six-
petalled flowers.
5 - form-themes through 1-2 seasons: for example;
pictograms, insects, keys, galaxies etc.
b - progression from slmple and small circles to 3,4' 5' 6' 7,

8,9, 10, and 12-sided figures through the years.

7- in rectangular or hexagonal motifs, smallest "circles" are

sometimes rectangles/hexagrams.
8 - implication of further spatial dimensions;
...a - whole is most clear from the wide aerial view, not

ground-level horizontal view.
l.b - sub-patterns in a formation overlapping and interacting

dynamicaily, several choices of sub-patterns (not mutually
exclusive) on both the same and growing scales.
...c - sometimes a small extra "signature" figure.
...d - slight irregularities in design symmetry implying a lar-
ger order, e.g. off circle-centre swirling middles, short

extra lines.
...e - grapeshot circles (as a balancing factor from another
perspective).
...t - Ouitaing-block shapes with parts of the "next" blocks
...g - fractal-shapes imploding into the figure, or growing out-

wards.
...h - interrupted lines filled out by viewer's mind

(assumptions) to make a whole form.
...1 - optical illusions by the viewers.
...j - many "circles" are ellipses, implying cylinders.
...k - slanting of the form implying its movement.
...1 - local depth and height by layering, nodes bent at differ-

ent heights, slants of sheathing.
...m - faint aerially-seen patterns made up of swirling-area
boundaries, which "oppose" the darker, clearly marked

major shapes.
...n - 3-D from the aerial view by shading of swirling
...o - blueprints/partial views of solid forms.
9 - mathematical fractals sometimes have circles as their
last surrounding layer (may imply infinite continuity).
10 - principles of sacred architecture used.
1'l - numerical mysticism interpretations possible.

12 - relations to musical notes, diatonic harmonies, and the
"interference" of vibrational frequencies.



13 - yantric mandala meditation possibility (loosely-focused
staring, where the mind comes to resonate to the symbol's
structure, to deepen consciousness or illustrate a sacred
principle).

V. Svmbolic content
1 - well-known symbols from ancient civilizations' wisdom
schools, rellgions and philosophical teachings, and their
sacred aft.
2 - astromical bodies' relations (apparently) in stylised form.
3 - geometrical relations illustrated systematically.
4 - specific modern fractals.
5 - vast numbers of gentle, beautiful, unknown symbols.
6 - "clues" laid by implication, encoding.
7 - each pattern is unique, implying unique meanings.

Vl. Growth
'1 - sometimes of the individual pattern as a field's crops
grows.
2 - of patterns' size through the years.
3 - in complexity of diagrams through the passage of time.
4 - of numbers yearly, during roughly the past two decades.
5 - in number of countries they appear in.

6 - is similar to organic growth, like branching.
7 - the more we study, the more layers turn up for us.

Vll. Effects on crop in the formation
1 - heat expulsion and exploded or stretched nodes.
2 - crystalline structure in cells changed.
3 - seed heads stunted/malformed, their surrounding nutri-
ent- giving membrane enlarged.
4 - stalks gradually rise toward the sun and growth contin-
ues.
5 - seed reproduction abnormalities, either no seedlings at
all or mud, weakened or strengthened seedlings.

VIll. Effects on animals
1 - barking dogs beforehand sometimes, farm animals un-
easy.
2 - exploded porcupine incident, dead flies incident, bird
feathers scattered sometimes.
3 - birds overhead fly around the formation.
4 - animals sometimes avoid sites during the next season
also.

lX. Effects on humans.
1 - unpleasant physical: tensions and their release -
headaches, nausea, dizziness, and menstrual disruption.
2 - pleasant physical: spontaneous healing.
3 - intellectual: at times unable to think or remember clearly
within a circle, disoriented directions spatially.
4 - abstract intellectual: invites to exploration and
contemplation of both "the bigger picture" and the details,
expanding the level of consciousness.
5 - moods of resonance:
...a- peaceful, light, elated, delighted.
...b- at the site, often awe and wonder.
...c- existential: "you are not alone", nor the most advanced
in creation.
6 - spintual: investigators' testimony of inspired self-
development.

X. lnteraction with human psvche
1 - a person's or group's meditative visualization followed
by a very similar pattern's field-appearance.
2 - premonitions of patterns by circle-researchers and
"sensitives".
3 - synchronistic events for researchers, for example forms
"responding to" researchers' stage of hypotheses and 6-
jections: an interactive "teaching" element involved.
4 - BoLs may appear in proximity during group-meditation
in a circle.
5 - inspiration, curiosity, awe, stimulation, nurturing, often
spiritual in nature, of the individual researchers and circle-

6 - teamwork inspired among research branches.

Some plausible creator theories:
1.- from contemporary higher extraterrestrial beings, using
advanced electromagnetic technology, to stimulate our
evolution in our time of need, or as a preliminary step to
invite us into galactic communication.
2. - from Gaia, to affect humanity's mentality and evolu-
tion, by giving sets of ideas and impulses to our uncon-
scious to gradually surface, so humans will support Gaia's
own life-systems, instead of overburdening them.
3.- Earlh-healing from powerful benefactors, to recharge
the planet's energy-grid, readjust imbalances and create
beautiful resonances, and plant enhancements on subtle
energy levels, filtering down to the globe's dependent life-
forms homoeopathically and genetically - making imprints
upon our consciousness directly, while bypassing our
mentality's reductionism.
4.- from friendly earth-spirits, devas, angels, with their
usual compassion and helpfulness.
5.- holographic symbols planted by wise ancestors in pre-
vious civilizations, or by extraterrestrial beings of yore, to
arise when their usage is most needed by us, to stimulate
us to pressing insights, and as a "hook" to entice us to
deeply study these formations' underlying principles.
6.- from future human beings with knowledge of our history
of symbols and thought, more skilful than we are now, to
guide us into a new major development and to a greater
world-view - including perhaps a tutorship in advanced
technologies - at a rate just palatable to us, but which they
appropriately regulate.
7.- from deeply-involved circle-milieu persons, who sub-
consciously "trigger" specific telekinetic manifestations; or
from one or more psychics elsewhere, as conscious ESP
creations made for our inspiration and for their own crea-
tive joy.
8.- archetypes from humanity's collective unconscious,
spontaneously arising and birthing as polarity responses
to, for example, our information overload/ egocentric mate-
rlalism/ anxiety and stress, etc.
9.- from the inhabitants of a contemporary, perhaps
nearby, normally invisible parallel universe, who are open-
ing a dimensional doorway for us and giving us "signs".
10.- from descending, extremely hot, electro magnetically
ionised wind and plasma vortices, producing geometric
interface-patterns at earth-surface, as they meet the
Earlh's magnetic-lines and energy-fields, i.e. quite new bi-
products of nature's non-sentient forces.
11.- some combination or mixture of these sources and
motives, such as creators working together on differing
planes with combined purposes.

As you will have deduced from this article, Jonah has at-
tempted to establish a profile of the circles and of their
constructors, or from their catall,tic or causative source.

He brings together many of the factors attributed to or
connected with crop ckcles and fomations. To essay an

attempt to project this article to its logical conclusion will
take many more pages than we could possibly afford
within the pages of this magazine.

As a basis for future research and a grounding for future
researchers, it is an invaluable assessment of the current
status quo. Some may suggest that it is far too brief, or
that it attempts to quantifu the unquantifiable, but he does

offer us considerable food for thought as well as a scien-
tific audit of the parameters surrounding our phenome-
non. An audit that others might use to form the basis for
future reviews of, or revisions to, curent thinking on a
very complex mystery that seems to have layers upon lay-
ers of mystery and intricacy.



IMPORTANT NOTIGE

Crop Gircle Gonvention 2000
CCCS is part of the organisational group arranging for a crop circle conference, which will be held
in Andover, Hampshire overthe weekend of August 11'n,12th and 13th. Roughly 5 pm to 10 pm
on Friday the 11th, 9 am to 10 pm on Saturday the 12th and 9 am to 7 pm on Sunday the 13th. To
be held in the very comfortable Cricklade Theatre in the centre of Andover, it will be very easy to
get to and a very comfortable venue, purpose built for such occasions. More particularly it will be
very cost effective and this is to encourage as many people as possible to attend, in fact it will cost
as little as €25 for the entire weekend. Local accommodation is available and snacks will be avail-
able from dispensing machines in the cafeteria. Andover is well blessed with more formal eating
establishments, cafes, restaurants, pubs and take-aways so no one will go hungry or thirsty. lt also
has the advantage of being in the centre of crop circle country and Peter Sorensen's video camera
will be hard at work to bring you the latest news and views from this year's events!

Whilst it is hoped that this will be a social occasion, it will also focus on some of the latest research
from around the world. lnvited speakers who have expressed an interest in talking are; Paul
Anderson (Canada), Alice Brabcova (Czech Republic), Chad Deetken (Canada), Karen Douglas
(UK), Michael Green (UK), Dr Simeon Hein (USA), Bert Janssen (Holland), Jim Lyons (UK), Masao
Maki (USA & Japan), Hamish Miller (UK), Ron Jonah Ohayv (Scandinavia), Lucy Pringle (UK),
Jazz Razool (UK), Doug Rogers (CCCS-USA), Ron Russell (USA), Anne Silk (UK), Peter Soren-
sen (USA), Busty Taylor (UK), Daniel Seward Ward (USA) and Terry Wilson (UK) Others are still
to confirm as lwrite and we will keep you posted.

Other people and organisations that will be there and setting up displays are;
Lionel Beer (Books & Ephemera), Anthony Cheke (Books & Ephemera), Ray Cox (CCCS &
Branches), Steve Alexander & Karen Douglas (Photos, books & ephemera), Doe Kelly, (USA
Ephemera) Nick Nicholson (Editor; The Circular Review), Steve Page (The Aquifer Connection),
Lucy Pringle (Books, Aerial Photos & Ephemera), John Sayer (The Cereologist), Freddy Silva (His
Research, Book & his Web Site), Richard & Ann Smith (Themselves), Andy Thomas (Editor; SC &
Books), Paul Vigay (His Web Site), Terry Wilson (Secret History of Crop Circles), George Wingfield
(Himself), Gloria Wingfield (Book & Ephemera) and Judy Young (Clothing & Ephemera). Again this
is a list with several others yet to confirm.

Most important of all - it is an opportunity to meet old friends and talk over past years, even
decades, as well as an opportunity to discuss current and future research. lt is an opportu-
nity to put faces to names and to 'button-hole' the expert and ask those questions in a one-
to-one situation that you always wish you had the courage to ask in open seminar.

The Grop Gircle Gonvention
ro be herd at The Cricklade Theatre

Andover
Tra,atrlgshiree

August Llthrlzth & 13th 20oo
Price f,15 per day or f.25 for all three!

Further Deta,s 
" E*1tfJ;#:::::"*-I#flH$:i 

or George Bishop

You are advised to BOOK EARLY Strictly limited spaces available



THE SOUND OF CROP CIRCLES.

@ 1998 Freddy Silva. All rights reserved.

Extracts from his upcoming book Secrefs in the Fields

Secrets in the Fields

During the twilight days of December 1998, small arti-
cles tucked away in the nether regions of the British
press quietly announced 'Unknown Force Was Behind
Corn Circles, Claims Hoaxer'. This dramatic U-turn by
the surviving member of the infamous Doug & Dave
duo- who since 1991 have misled the world with tales of
their crop flattening prowess with planks of wood- illus-
trates that the hand of man appeared in crop circle lore
well after the real phenomenon.

by Freddy Silva

Crop circles have appeared sporadically throughout the world
prior to modern hoaxers' claims that they applied boot to wheat
in 1978. Dozens of eyewitness accounts of crop circles forming
in a matter of seconds have been recorded as far back as 1890,
and several descriptive accounts were documented in 1678 by
Robert Plot, then curator of the Ashmolean.

So if hoaxers are responsible, they appear to also have mas-
tered the art of time travel. To date some 9000 crop circles have
been catalogued worldwide, and their anomalous features con-
tinue to be irreplicable: plants bent an inch above soil and gently
laid down in geometrically-precise patterns with no physical
signs of damage, radically-altered cellular structure and soil
chemistry, discrepancies in background radiation, alteration of
the local electromagnetic field, massive depletion of the water-

shed, and
dowsable, long-
lasting energy
patterns, not to
mention the
measured effects
on the human
biological field.
So much, then,
for two guys and
a piece of wood.
But thanks to a
virtual embargo
on research cov-
erage in the me-
dia, a popular
myth has devel-
oped that all crop
circles have been
nothing more
than a prank with
a plank. By defi-
nition, hoaxes are
forgeries, and
forgeries require
originals from
which to copy.
So what is this
'unknown force'
behind the crea-
tion of genuine
crop circles?
Echoed in all the
world's faiths and
traditions, Univer-
sal matter was
created by sound:
'ln the beginning
was the Word,
and the Word
was with God',

Fig. 1 When sound frequency is applied through liquid it creates balanced geometric patterns called 'cymatics'.
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since the laws of the former govern
the mathematical intervals that make
up the notes in the western music
scale- the diatonic ratios- hence why
the ancient Egyptians referred to it as

frozen music. ln the February 'l 992

edition of Science News, Prof. Ge-
rald Hawkins used the principles of
Euclidean geometry to prove that four
theorems can be derived from the
relationships of elements in crop cir-
cles. More significantly, he discov-
ered a fifth theorem from which he

could derive the other four. Despite
an open challenge, over half a million
of subscribers to both Science News
and Mathematics Teacher have been
unable to create such a theorem,
which Euclid himself only hinted at
twenty-three centuries earlier in his
thirteen treatises on mathematics,
So it came as a slight surPrise when
it materialized as 160,000 sq. ft. of
flattened barley at Litchfield, Hants.,
in 1995. Since Hawkins' Euclidean
theorems also produce diatonic ra-
tios, a link now begins to develop be-
tween crop circles and musical notes,
themselves the by-product of the har-
monic laws of sound frequencY.
Crop circles bearing unmistakable
associations with sound then began
to appear. One contained a curious
ratchet feature from which one con-
structs the Lambdoma, or PYthago-
rean Table, a musical diagram also

dating to the Egyptians, defining the exact relationships
between musical harmonics and mathematical ratios. By

translating sound frequencies in Hertz relative to each
musical interval into wavelength in feet, a circular matrix
containing all relative harmonic proportions can be cre-
ated. ln 1996 another crop circle demonstrated the com-
bination of two important figures: the 3-4-5 triangle and

the Golden Mean, producing the geometric diagram

Thanks to the electron microscope it has been possible to prove

this geometric matrix- particularly the hexagonal grid named the

Flower of Life- actually accommodates the branches of the

building blocks of life, the amino acids, instantly elevating our

'primitive' stone-wielding ancestors to the highest ranks of sci-

ence. Sacred geometry and music are inextricably linked
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necessary to produce musical ratios. But it was a con-
vincing formation at Goodwood Clatford- which had its
plants bent six inches from the top- that gave the prover-
bial nod to sound, for here was a representation of a cy-
matic pattern etched in 5000 sq ft of barley.

Cymatics is the study of vibrational wave patterns. One
of its earliest pupils was Margaret Watts-Hughes who, in
189'1 , captured on film precise geometric patterns as she
sang sustained notes into a device containing lyco-
podium powder. But it would be another seventy six
years before Swiss scientist Hans Jenny published the
first of his painstaking studies on the transmission of
sound through physical mediums, thls time in the shape
of monitored electronic frequencies. He observed how
sound vlbration created geometric shapes- a low fre-
quency produced a simple circle encompassed by rings,
whereas a higher frequency increased the number of
concentric rings around a central circle. As the frequen-
cies rose so, too, did the complexity of shapes, to the
point where tetrahedrons, Mandalas and Pythagorean
forms could be discerned. Like Margaret before him,
Jenny enabled humanity to observe 'frozen music'.
Jenny also provided a physical connection to the crea-
tion of crop circles since many of the vibrational patterns
found in his photos mimic their designs. Some are bla-
tant imitations, such as the circle surrounded by concen-
tric rings typical of early 80s patterns, the tetrahedron at

Fig. 4b Pythagoras' Lambdoma diagram

the spider's web mandala at Avebury from 1994, even the highly
structured star fractals of 1997. Other photos demonstrated the
construction geometry encoded within crop circles but only visi-
ble upon dissection of overhead photographs by compass or
computer. But there is yet another coincidence: the relationship
between the rising complexity of Jenny's cymatic geometries in
propo(ion to the rise of dispensed frequency also matches the
historical sequential development of the pictograms in the fields.

Visually, there is little room to deny the connections. But what
evidence is there of sound in crop circles at a physical level? ln
his extensive database, leading crop circles researcher Colin
Andrews notes several accounts of a trilling sound heard by peo-
ple prior to witnessing crop circles forming. The reports describe
a sudden stillness in the air, the morning birdsong superseded
by a trilling sound and the banging together of wheat heads de-
spite an absence of wind. A whole section of crop then lays
down in spiral fashion, the whole episode lasting less than fifteen
seconds. Andrews came across the trilling noise himself when,
in mild frustration during his search to find a single answer to the
phenomenon, he beseeched the heavens, "God, if only you
could tell me how these things are created". The reply he re-
ceived was eventually captured on magnetic tape. Subsequent
analysis at NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab concluded the noise was
mechanical in nature and beating at a frequency of 5.2kHz.
Whilst recording an interview inside a crop circle the same sound
was heard by a BBC cameraman shortly before it rendered a
t30,000 TV camera obsolete.
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lnterestingly, when the sound made another appearance during
group research inside another formation it exhibited qualities of
non-linear movement, and behaved in tandem with specific re-
quests, sometimes on a psychic level. Since it also has the ability
to transmit on radio frequencies and interfere with electronic
equipment, birds and insects can be ruled out; and although scep-
tics were quick to accuse researchers that they had merely re-
corded the grasshopper warbler, stroboscopic analysis of both
voice pririts revealed vast differences between this bird and the
bizarre noise. lnterestingly, the Aborigines relate to this sound.
During their ceremonies to contact- in their words- the sky spir-
its, a bora consisting of a specially shaped piece of wood is at-
tached to the end of a long string and whirled, creating a noise
practically identical to the crop circle hum.
One has to wonder where the inspiration for this device came
from, who these sky spirits were, and what on earth made the
timeless Aborigines associate this noise with them.

That was until it was discov-
ered that not only have crop
circles have appeared in Aus-
tralia throughout the 60s and

70s, but their manifestation
figures in Aboriginal lore, and
their geometries in rock paint-
ings. ln 1998 sounds of a
more melodic kind was
heard and recorded inside a
formation by three wit-
nesses (or is it earwit-
nesses?); the design was
founded on sevenfold ge-
ometry, a representation of
the diatonic music scale,
Several months later I came
across a diagram called the
Web of Athena, in which all
the points of the heptagon
are connected. Despite the
jumble of lines the diagram
consists of just three line

lengths. By juxtaposing these onto a stringed instru-
ment, the exact same notes were recreated. But
perhaps the greatest connection linking sound to the
manifestation of crop circles lies in their greatest
anomaly: the permanent bending of the plants
stems. ln Canada during the 1960s, laboratory ex-
periments measured the effects of music on plants
by subjecting them to different strains of tones. Ex-
posure to Heavy Metal music made the plants tilt in
the opposite direction, whereas classical music lulled
the plants toward the speakers. But in the case of
Hindu devotional music- and the songs of Ravi
Shankar, in particular- the stems bent an incredible
60o to the horizontal, perhaps the closest any human
has ever come anywhere to achieving that right an-
gle common to genuine crop circles.
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Further experiments at Annamalai University applying
lndian devotional song created additional affects: the
number of stomata in the experimental plants was
66% higher, the epidermal walls were thicker, and
the palisade cells were longer and broader than con-
trol specimens, sometimes by as much as 50%. This
invites comparisons to the biophysical changes found
to exist in plant samples collected from crop circles.
Tests performed since 1989 by American physicist
Dr. W. Levengood consistently show how the en-
ergy creating crop circles is able to affect seed em-
bryo and plant growth, elongate the plant's nodes,
even alter the pattern of the chromosomes them-
selves. But the effect extends beyond plants. Agri-
cultural researcher George Smith found that expos-
ing corn to sound frequencies produced a higher heat
content in soil, as well as a slight burnt appearance in
the plants. The effect is consistent with the slight
'baking' regularly observed in crop circles, where the
affected area appears noticeably drier than the rest
of the field despite overnight rain; the same applies to
the 'slight burning' at the base of affected stalks.
Oddly enough, Smith speculated at the time that
sound energy also increased molecular activity in
plants, three decades before it was found in crop cir-
cle samples by Levengood. ln crop circles, signs of
sudden growth are known to occur whenever imma-
ture plants are affected. After four years of experi-
ments on wheat at the University of Ottawa, Mary
Measures and Pearl Weinberger found accelerated
groMh in laboratory samples, and postulated that the
sound frequency applied had produced a resonant
effect in the plants' cells, thereby affecting their me-
iaholiqm

The frequency Measures and Weinberger applied was a
gnat's whisker away from the trilling noise's 5.2 kHz.
They had used 5.0. Sound as an energy source capable
of creating crop circles now becomes very feasible. But
what type of sound coaxes plants to bend and lie down,
applying firm and gentle pressure and, given the complexity of
latterday patterns, doing so with a fine degree of control? lnter-
estingly, ultrasound is capable of interacting with physical ele-
ments to an incredible degree. lt can be aimed, focused and
reflected almost like a light beam, and specific frequencies can
be focused to cause certain kinds of molecules to vibrate while
others nearby are Ieft unmoved. ln laboratory experiments, a
candle's flame has been shown to bend 90'to the horizontal by
the application of such frequencies. The higher the frequency of
ultrasound, the greater its ability to be directed. This requires
frequencies in the high MHz range, such as those detected in
crop circles by Paul Vigay, who has undertaken experiments to
gauge discrepancies in electromagnetic frequency. paul's em-
pirical data shows how the level of background readings drop
abruptly when he crosses the threshold of a formation. Close to
the centre, readings hover in the vicinity of 260-320 MHz. This
was in 1997" When crop circles made a quantum leap in mathe-
matical complexity two years later, readings jumped to 540
MHz. Like Jenny's experiments, the level of intensity appears to
correlate with the increase in design intricacy. These extremely
high frequencies ally with the mlnd-field and have been shown
to affect the state of awareness and consciousness in humans.
These, too, are consistent with reports compiled by people en-
tering formations, where even simple left brain functions such as
counting are affected. Long exposure to ultrasound can cause
harmful and unpleasant conditions such as fatigue and nausea.
Yet when tuned in the MHz range it prevents damage to sensi-
tive tissues, so its healing properties are used in treating muscu-
lar ailments. Both conditions are synonymous with crop circle
reports, its harmful or beneficial effects being relative to the age
of each formation, and duration of stay for the individual in-
volved.



But where does this leave extremely low frequencies, such as the

atoremention ed 5.2 k{z? Apparenlly, these are directly involved

with biological processes And when combined with high-

pr".rrt" uTtrasound, permanent changes are produced in receiv-

Inj materiats, slnce the acoustic power created is in the order of

kiiowatts. ln water this creates heat which tears apaft the mole-

cules to form vapour. The resulting void collapses the area in-

stantaneously as the energy is released' This action, called va-

pour cavitation, also createi local temperature increases of hun-

. Yet give him samples deliberately produced b' ': -

forgerJ and he'll find something really unusual F:--
fectly normal Plants.

lf ultrasound is the key to the energy source of :'::
circles, the military are aware of it. ln May 1999 I :--'
Egyptologist and colleague David Elkington to exa--
in-Jifre nine-coiled serpent of Quetzcoatl in the Eas

Field, a des ;-
dreds of thou-
sands of de-
grees for a frac-
tion of a sec-
ond. Now, cut
the base stem
of a crop circle
plant and You
will notice a
cooked odour.
Combine this
with millions of
gallons of miss-
ing groundwa-
ter, as well as
Levengood's
discovery of
microscoPic
blow-holes in
the plants' cell
wall pits
(indicating a
rapid boiling of
water inside the
plant), and eve-

rything starts to
fall into place.
This process
also creates a
hissing sound,
and if you are
fortunate
enough to visit
a virgin crop
circle within a
few hours of its
appearance
you will find
yourself sur-
rounded bY this
until you leave.
Since ultra-
sound is capa-
ble of atomising
water mole-

of excePttc -:
geomei-,
whose i::'
lay actua
resembled :- =
earlier D'. -
formation. ! -

trasound :
not audible ::
the hum: -

ear. But P :
with it ':'
years and y:-
can begin::
physicallY fe:
the effects:'
its vibratio - 

=

Which Dar' :
following s.-
entific expe'-
ments ins ::
the Gize-
Pyramic
does. As i,':
sat down
side the f c--
mation, a t,'.
black c c:
swoope:
down from ti:
sky at grea:
speed ar:
manoeuvrec
itself withi-
forty feet c'
our Positior
Looking like
something ou:
of science ftc-
tion, the black
helicoPtercules and creat-

ing a fine mist, it should be mentioned that In 1996 a farmer out

na"rvesting his field at Etchilhampton saw what he describes as 'a

series of-columns of mist rising like cannon shot from the field

next door'. Mist looks very out-of-place in a wheat field, in mid-

afternoon on a dry, summer's day' Yet shortly after the in-

cident, a series of thirteen circles connected by a three

quarter-mile long avenue and a Sanskrit glyph appeared in

the very same field. Finally, cavitation is accompanied by a

sudden spark of light called sonoluminescence, caused by

the production of electrical discharges as the waterivapour

is ionised. And the lower the operating frequency, the

greater the effect. ln a laboratory, 18 kHz has been used

is the lowest safety threshold below which the pressure

formed by ultrasound is known to produce disruption to

chromosomes. Every summer, crop circle plants of every

variety are sent blind to Dr. Levengood, and some inevita-

bly show unmistakable disruption to their chromosomes'

hovered barely thirty feet above the field' Thirty sec-

onds later it shot off, tracking one side of the electro-

magnetic line containing the formation; five minutes

late-r it returned, this time following the second edge o'

the ley, in the opposite direction. The procedure was

repeaied three times. Given the trajectory and speec

of the manoeuvres I assumed that photograph 
'

clearly was not the aim.

"They're bombarding this crop circle with ultrasound

David exclaimed, looking less perky and a little pale

"How can you tell?"
"Because I feel the same noxious symptoms when-

ever low-level ultrasound is used, particularly if it's a

disharmonic frequency." Curiously, the helicopte-

showed no interest in a second, larger formation on '
a couple of hundred feet away which had bee-
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Two other eyewitnesses corroborate the incident, one
spying the helicopter repeating the exact procedure the
following day. This person noticed the number 52 as the
only visible marking on the otherwise monochromatic
craft. Unknown to him I had spotted the same identifica-
tion the day before. I made inquiries at my local airfield
as to the origin of helicopters bearing just the number 52.
Black, was it?" was the reply. "That would be military,

secret project."

Freddy Silva is a crop circles researcher, writer, photog-
rapher and lecturer. This article is based on extracts
from his forthcoming book Secrets in the Fields, to be
published in Spring 2000.

For more information visit The Crop Circular web site at
www.lovely.clara.net
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BROUGH IS BACK?
By Lucy pringle

onthenightof lhe2Sl2gJulylgggatriangular.formationap- Their presence the following morning (Friday 30th -_,peared at Avebury at the junction of the road leading to the would then tie in with the visit of the Glastonor[i *r.Beckhampton roundabout in one direction and the 
-road to interviewees.

Marlborough in the other. lt contained 33 circular standino
tufts of crop, with lines running through each tuft linked tJ Could anyone be trying to debunk the phenomenc--
other tufts, thereby creating 6 sets of 5 dimensional ,Escher, Surely not!
cubes' 

over the period of the next few weeks, several of us te:
On the morning of its appearance I was notified early but was phoned the Daity Mait asking to speakio the author of -u:,e

not able to visit it until some time later. As often happens ;, article, Sam Taylor. On each occasion we were told th=
was greeted with a mixed reception. lts beauty and construc- her number could not be released but we could leave o;-
tion enthralled some visitors whereas others said the lay was telephone numbers and a message and she would ge:
'messy' and it had no 'energy'. Whatever the answer, an arti- back to us if she felt like itl Eventuilly a friend of my mi-ne
cle appeared in lhe Daily Mait on Saturday 7 August, some 10 said she knew someone at the Daily Mait and would trr
davs after the event' 

r rerao a ,.^^_ ...^,* ^^- 

- 
LIS:ijr:H g;,[l"riH:t;:;;Xr7#:::.:n*n:,:;*,

The article stated that itwas a hoax, which had.been carefully irre-ttitirror, wrryz r"asleo myself. The name rang a vagueplanned to take place on the night of 28t29 July between the bell, but no more than that. I reached Graham wlthout anyhours of 11pm and 4'3oam. Accompanying journalist, sam oimcunyand told ni, rnro been referred to him regarolngTaylor, tells usthattheteam of Rod oicrinsoi,.lohn Lundberg tn" o"ity Mait afticle about tne Avebury crop circle. sur-and Will Russell accompanied by 5 helpers constructed th6 prisingly he had the article to hand. What did I want tcformation using wooden planks and surveyors tapes. i<nowZ Why was I interested?
rhe nerd in question is on a steep incrine THEAVEBURyTRIANGLE.Ieeo_ li::itl"?#H::iTiJ:,i*",:,i:;:and is clearly visible from the road' Ave- 11vss it a hoax - or was the hoax ;;#;". rt was ail there, word for word.bury is a place that ne
and rocats mingte *nn ilSt.il?J"trr"J"*:fi itself a hoax? lsee prroio page 17) The peopte mentioned in the arricte had
through the lanes all night long. This particular night was the .L made the formation and that was ali
night of the ful moon; it was a ctear ctoudtess #?ltyffa[: there was to it. I then questioned the reason for my referrat
researcher Gwen Deetken was seated teaning ;;;ililffi; :ld he said it might have been because he was responsi-
the stones facing the fietd untit 1 am when "i"";;il";';;: !l"e 

tor writing the article Men who conned the Wortd in
band Chad who-had been wandering round 1r" iir"o", 

'r"tt t" 1991 about the two antiquarians Doug and Davefor Today
return to Alton Barnes where they;il "t;fi;: cil;;il newspaper who professed to have made all the circtes
see'n^and heard nothing despite t'he atregJ'ffiird'ti;;'; since circledom began. (l-he article that had had front-
11.30 pm. Another woman could not sieep that n"ig;t anJ Page coverage on newspapers worldwide and that had
warked past that same nerd at 3 am. she 

"atEs.ii,a*, 
il:;;;;; ;11"".:.,;T:f l[,.X?:'f ;:i:,',:fr.,yir]ij?li],,fll_lnothing visible in it at that time. 

ets,,. End of conversation!

Of course! The bells starting clanging in my head _that was
why the name was so familiar. Couid Granam have been
the real author of the article, not the invisible Sam Taylor?
Does Sam Taylor even exist? We may never know for
sure. Whatever the answer, it was a flop and whereas
many read the article, only a few people were shaken by it.

However I was worried as lhe Daity Mail was going to seri_
alise_my book Crop Circtes, The Greatest tvtyitenj of UoA_
e.m Times, due for publication the following month. Would
they try and rubbish it, was that their policyi

I need not have worried; the headlines ran ,,A fascinating
book casts new light on one of the most magical and mysl
terious phenomena of our age.,,

ln the article it states many people were interviewed. se.veral (obviously Ms Taylor was still ,out of the office,. lsn,tfriends of mine on a coach trip from Glastonbury were there it strange that crop circles seem to generate so muchwhen the interviews were taking ptace, but.. .tnl coacn trif ')assioi 
in ne iiipirtlrs and antagonists of the phe-came to Glastonbury on Friday 30 July, the day after it was 'i'orrron 

that they feel somehow ,obliged, to be morefound' not the Thursday 29 July' than. just .stigntty paiisan? Almost as if they were
afraid to be neutral. Just what rs fhis psychotogicatwhy all these anomalies? could the true picture be portrayed and physiological effect that seems to drive some ofin a slightly different manner? Maybe they did visit 4*tirw us fo such uireatistic extremes that we appear to beand go into the same field,.but... maybe ii was the followini happy to 'bend' reatity in supporl of our claims? Justnight, and whilst they were th-ere, mayue they did a few titival wiit- do Team satan'and Mr Brough get out of theirtions to the existing formation? acilvities? Editor)

David Wyer, the then manager of The Henge Shop had had a
very bad night; he had been in and out of bed constanfly. His
bedroom window overlooks the field in question. He does not
draw his curtains. He also heard and saw nothing out of the
ordinary.

Another report comes from Clive Gale who was passing
through Avebury in the early hours of that night on f,is *a|
down to the tin mines in Cornwall on a ,eseaich programme
investigating Radon 22. "l was actually at Avebury w"nen tne
allegedly man made impossible triangle was 6eing con_
structed; let me say that I never saw any evidence of 

'people

upon that hill side at all, and from wheie I was positioned I
could not have possibly missed any human activity. I am con_
yinc.ed that that particular circle was an attempt to further de_
bunk the existence of crop circles,,. Treading on crop and ap_
plying weight to flatten it would undoubtedlyhake a'consider_
able noise that would have carried easily inihe night air.



The 1999 crop circre season
A Symbolist's Review

By Karen Douglas, illustrated by Steve Alexander
INTRODUCTION

1999 ry:: atways going to be a unique year for many rea_sons. Who can have failed to be aware ot tne impJnANgpresence of the Millennium, its significance played d;; bythe media, tired, cold and cynicaii eri, foi many (including
myself), it has remained a bright, genfly glowing bercon o"fhope on the horizon of time, 6ecfininj iumantty ever for_ward. The momentum.and facility for-change has hardlybeen greater, for me it has been , tnirg of great contem_plation.

There has also been the total eclipse of the sun, which tookplace on the 11th of August, this year. ffrL aOOeO much to
ff glmRetus of change ind the 

"iinincrn"e of the times. tsrt any wonder, I ask myself, that this crop circle season haibeen one of the best I 
-have 

ever experilirceoz
The question of the significance of the crop circle phe_
nomenon is one that is rarely grappled with on any greatlevel. 

. 
And yet for m.e. remainj tn" rrig"ii and singularlymost important consideration. Of the" many tfring-s tnat1999 has signified for me, it has been-a y"ar oi reflectionand consolidation, as well as a year of pioiri"" and inspira_tion. And it is exacfly these themes, 

"r-"rg;t others, that Ihave seen echoed with a maste.rty'perc"piion in the cropcircle designs that have appeared ti.,.rgf,*t the year.

I!-:,-"-rgO 
circte mystery is atso rituatistic by nature. Theoesrgns are formed in the dead of night (most times) and

?ppealgs if by magic in the early houri of morning for all to
:e9 They contain harmonies, proportions and measuresthat are considered sacred in ,Jtrri, unJ invofe a kind ofawe in many that is hard to quantify'r"iioniirv. lt is also aphenomenon of gesture. rrrral.'ry consiJ"itri" torrrtions tobe gifts that reflect common thLmes anJ inslruct in a way,which is both meaningfuland enricninl. 

-autl 
perhaps mostimportanfly of all, the irop circle ph"no"r"non is symbolic.

SYMBOLISM

Symbolism has arways been a sacred and considered tra-dition. onty in retativety ,oo"rn iir". ;;; i;" symbot be_come something of an arbitrary sign, which we can use asa representation of words.or..more commonly an organisa_tion. This is not true symbolism, trr" iVrOJf. are chosenbecause they evoke treir meaning iri iriJ"rino of the
i3^19?r: 

The. similarity to tistening ii, , pi""" of music isuserut nere, the notes. tones, harmonies and sounds evok_ing.a feeling, theme or principle witnin tfre fisjener; all the
.s:ltl:lies and deprh of the thing 

"onr"y"J 
aie reveareo torne.lsrener progressively.as.the musical piece is played.thrs approach, when applied to the crop iir"L", can pro_duce 9o1e very interesiing resutts ,;;;;; to be muchmore in tune (forgive the pun) with a phenome.-non in whichwe are es-sentially dealing with harmony, proportion, andshape. Other words ai-so appty, ,ioijtiln, frequency,sound, measure, and tone, to naml nut a tew. This is therealm of implicit understanding at an 

"rotionri 
level ratherthan that of a rationar pnenoirenon ;;rt;;;;; tested andevidenced on a physical one.

True understanding is not just a cognitive faculty; it is anemotional response.

Bggk 
1n April 1997 I wrote my first article linking the crop circleswith vib.ration frequency and sound. aut in Ooi-ng .o, ,y iniCwas to look at the way in.which shapes and their me;r;;", ;;;_mo-ny and proportion courd affect tre human being. corrb il..,edeliberate use of these ,sacred, principtes UL used ii 

"r"f, 
, *aV,that they invoke a response within those who interact with thesegigantic structures?

Physical and psychological effects have been discussed widelywithin crop circle reseaich, but until no* tf.,uy have been seen asthe result of some 
Tkn9.,rl circte_mafingln"rgy. Electromag_netic effects are often cited, as ,r" ,ui"i"n""s to radiation ef_fects, 

.l .remain-scepticar about either olir,l." as causative fac_tors. I have often wondered whether there could be an alterna_tive source for effects, both physicaf anJ psycfrological, whichwould be much clearer and simfler in basis than the"protlu;;iill-defined'energies,.

The link between shaqe, vibration., and frequency is very impor_tant. Shape is a direct response to vibratio-n ,nd fr"qr"n"y 6ut,in turn, shapes also emit vibrations. in oif,", words, shapes arevibrations of a specific frequency. tt was 
-in 

reading the work ofMathematician and Egyptoiogist'R.A scnwarrer de Lubicz that rfirst came across the idea tha'i proportion,'f,"rrony and measurecould have been used knowledgeabfy to Liio:t specific responsesfrom those coming into contact rritf, it. tt *u. tn" sincere belief ofSchwaller de Lubicz that the ancient igypi"n" possessed justsuch.a knowledge and used it in their teili,iu.. fhu purpose wasto raise the vibration of those witfrin tfreiiwalls and to induce asense of the sacred within the individual. I thought tne simifairybetween this and our interaction witfr ftuge glometric crop circlesuncannily simirar. The proportions, hirm"onies ano m'ersrr"iexhibited by the crop cjrcies 
'have 

O""n .no*n to be those whichare considered sacred and meaningful, why could they not, l;fact, evoke a similar effect upon tf.,"ir"ri.it"iri
The knowledge of such proportions and harmonies was part ofan ancient canon of sacred science, wfrich Schwaffer Oe LuOici(in particular) found substantiat evidence i"i.-rt was interestinglyrevived during the building of the Gothlc catfredrats b"grni;g"i;the 11th century. Any visitor to th;;; lrrun"" edifices canhardly fair to be'moved oy tne sense li t'n"'"r"r"0, which theystir within. I believe this was ttre exact-response tnat they weredesigned to call to mind; the "rr." "nO "ff!Ji, 

exacfly the sameas those found within the great egyptian Gptes anO p"rh"p"also the crop circles. lt is that 
""i." oJ 

"*u 
tf,"t ,rny 

"rp"lience within the croo circles that brings to ,i"a tn" .,irifJrty.When looked at in this way there is no ieeJfor energies, electro_magnetic or otherwise, to account for the experiences of thosevisiting the formations 
.Th9 shapes tn".r"fr.[ could be respon_sible for evoking a multitude of efects.- 

-- - -'

Io ?d9 to this point there is a phenomenon, known in architec_tural circles as 'swarming, This strange pn"norn"non deals with
ll"^y:t in which lgople visitins buit,i;;s-a;;'Joserved to gatherrn certain parts of the building,almost Jubconiciously. rt ii ," iithese people are attracted to-these prrti"ufri pfrces, seeminglyfor no rationar reason. rt is vieweJ;;; Ii[i;'Jnderstood curios-ity, but current thinkino concurs that this behaviour is a direct re-sult of the same princiiles I have n""n Jir*..ing



At this point the principles of resonance and dissonance be-
come important, especially when looking at effects experi-
enced within crop circles. Resonance with shapes and their
vibrations could cause well-being uplifting, even healing ex-
periences of both body and mind. Whilst dissonance could
well produce headaches, nausea, disorientation and de-
pressed states of mind. The sheer size of some of the for-
mations could amplify immeasurably the experienced effect.
The effect is entirely unconscious, mysterious even and as
yet immeasurable, but it is in no way more immeasurable
than the conventional 'energies' theory. Harp therapy has
been shown to ease symptoms of cancer and MS patients,
the proximity of the patient to the vibrations of the harp
strings causing a temporary change in their vibration,
enough to relieve their symptoms. This is a very direct ex-
ample of the effect of manipulating the subtle vibrational fre-
quencies of the human being.

SIGNIFICANCE

And yet, it begs the question of the significance of all this. A
science based on the understanding of such principles, to be
able to use and not just observe these phenomena is an in-
credible thought. lt seems as though the science of the an-
cients (re-discovered by Schwaller de Lubicz) is somehow
being experlmented with in the crop fields of England (and
elsewhere) sometimes to great effect. The question I am left
with is; what does this illustrate? The crop circles are such a
visual medium, they illustrate, but what do they illustrate?
To me the answer to that lies in our experience of them and
is not a question easily answered. lt goes back to the idea
of what these symbols evoke within us. A feeling of inter-
connectedness, with the planet and our lives, has been a
common theme, but the feeling of interconnectedness is of-
ten coupled with a sense of the sacred. This sense of the
sacred invoked by the crop circle designs has been much
misunderstood. Many have been sceptical of this, hence the
question asked in a recent film about the religious ove(ones
of the crop circle mystery. I think this is more of an interpre-
tation or an unconscious understanding of the way in which
the principles displayed within this phenomena are the con-
necting material that underlies all life. lt raises the question
of a created universe, full of order, which is in opposition to
the conventional view of a universe created through chaos
and coincidence? Not a question of religion, this is more a
question of a fundamental emotional understanding of the
crop circle shapes.

Opposition to the conventional view of a universe crea:e: t-
chaos and coincidence? Not a question of religion. th s : --
question of a fundamental emotional understanding ci :-=
circle shapes.

The understanding of such a science could be a very poure-
indeed. The ability to manipulate harmonic principles co- : ::
source of immense good or powerful evil. Other pos-. : -:
come to mind, the raising of the vibration of human kind :,: -
advance the human being in many ways. No need here fo' s:
potions or elixirs, which stimulate the mind, manipulating tr-: - 

=

monics of the human being would do. lwonder if this is ::-
what is happening already to those who interact with the':--
tions directly. Of course the possibility for the promotion of e,
equally immense.

I have often wondered whether the chakra points of the : - :
could in fact be subtle centres within the body that can r-"::
impressions of vibrations experienced by the individual. ln s-: -
are they the points in the body, which allow us to experienc: -''
effects of subtle vibration? lt is interesting to note that one c' --'
chakra points exists only within the subtle body, i.e. above '-

crown of the head. ls this where we sense the truly sacred?

THE .1999 CROP CIRCLES

Over the years our experience of the crop circles has been c':
a progressive phenomenon; one which, each passing yea-
veals a little more of itself to us. lt is a revealed material. ','="

have noted that it never gives away any more than we ate'.:.
to receive or understand, it seems planned and purposeful, ,', - ,

ever is happening in the fields, whatever the agent of their ap:-.
ance, the crop circles do conform to these 'evolutionary' ideas

The earliest crop circles to appear during the 1999 season ,',: '

undoubtedly concerned with the then forthcoming total ecl ps:
the sun in England. The momentous event of the moon ec :: -

the sun and blocking out most of the sun's light is a natural e,:'
of the highest order. lt was hardly surprising that the crop c-- :
should illustrate this, the event must have touched the mrr:: .

many.

However one of the first formations to appear at Over Wa ::
Hampshire was almost retro in design, being a pictogram -'--
classic 1990s style, to me this indicated an sense of reflecir;- :

completion. To come so early in the season made me fee "-,
this was to be a major theme for the year.

M

;



The 12th of June saw two huge formaUons appear in East
Field, one a serpentine design and the other a 1020 ft crop
circle again more typical of the early 1990s than the end of
the century. The appearance of the ,,Big 

One,, in East Field
left no doubt in my mind that reflection and completion were
now major themes to be contemplated. This feit very natu_
ral because of where we now stood in the history of ihe fru_
man race, Le. at the end of the second millennium. Have
you ever stopped to consider the implications or even the
sense of occasion? lt has been a thing that I have been
very aware.of. And yet it seems that almost all of those I

speak to have already become bored with the idea of the
millennium, it seems as if there is a distinct lack of occa_
sion, apart from the obligatory alcohol binge In the offing.
The Millennium Dome seems hopelessly licking in the ii_
spirational department, how are we to mark this-passing of
time? The Church has also seen to be failing its faithful,-the
2000th birthday of Jesus Christ has seemiigly become ir_
relevant to most. So what will you be doing iome midnight
on December 31st as the sun sets on the past 1000 yeirs
and prepares to dawn on the next? What will fit the occa_
sion? ln which temple will you pray for the future? I think
these are important questions.

The serpent formation was particularly interesting. lt can be
se-en as being symbollcally dualistic. The serpent has both
a forked tongue and a double penis. This can be seen as
simultaneously creative and destructive. The forked tongue
representing the intellect, the faculty man uses to discrimi_
nate - or to break things down into their component parts.
However analysis run rampant is destructive chaos. To
merely know without synthesising is to parody God. How
very true indeed this is when applied to the crop circle sub_ject, yet another illustration that conjures all kinds of
thoughts.

fs the crop circle season progressed, new concepts were
introduced. The movement oflhape into three dlmensions
on the two-dimensional plane could suggest much. A shift
of some sort seems implied here. l-could speculate at
length at what I think is inferred however, as I have already
remarked (and have to remind myself constanfly!) *e ure
dealing with a revealed material, only by following the de_
velopment of the phenomenon can we hope to have this
theme expanded and illustrated. The nature of the shifl
symbolised will only be known in the fullness of time, per_
haps, as the human consciousness becomes more able to
express it.

The idea that there is 'an answer, to the crop circle mystery
is one I am less and less convinced of, this is much more
complex than that. Just as science struggles with its grow_
ing awareness of its current limitations, itoo struggle with
the growing awareness of my need to expand my tninting.

Another theme during 1g99 was one of the temple. The
tormations at Windmill Hill and West Kennett Longbarrow
y_e.Ie extremely temple-like in appearance and experience.
Although I have commented much about crop circies being
temporary temples, here the theme was illustiated expliciflyl

The landscape also was of much importance throughout
1999. Most of the more spectacular formations in Wilt-shire
being located near to ancient sites. The parallel between
the two subjects is difficult to deny, the careful placement
on the landscape, underlying geometries, and a flair for the
enormous are overt similarities, although much subiler ones
exist. One of the last formations to ap[ear in 19g9 was the
now famous 'basket' formation at Bishops Cannings. The
way in which this formation was snatched away fiom our
clutches by the harvester of the indignant farmer, was toprove a very powerful gesture. The new expression of
woven crop was to be an inspiration to many, the hope

that other formations would appear that displayed this fea_
ture seemed to be a matter of much promise.

CONCLUSIONS

ln my mind, the idea of being able to interact with these en_
igmatic structures is of greatest importance. The direct
'experience' of the crop circles remains the best way to un_
derstand the phenomenon at any level. To be able to feel
the effect and impact of each formation is without equal in
te-rms of making use of what is being offered. The synihesis
of these experiences is what can offer true penetration into
crop circle mystery.

I have come to value greaily the concept of empathy with
the crop circles. The ability to allow the shapes and my ex_
perience of them to take their full effect and to be open
enough to be able to feel them. Not in just a physical sense
but on many levels. There is nothing magical'about this, the
idea is much like listening to a piece oimusic, to feei the
shapes, colours locations, placements, sizes etc. To be_
come much more aware of what is actually taking place.
This is in. plain opposition to the analyticat scieniific ap_
proach of breaking this phenomenon down into constituent
parts and isolating one aspect from another. This to me is
objectionable; it is like being presented with a Leonardo da
Vinci painting and cutting out all the parts to analyse indi_
vidually in the hope of understanding what the painting is all
about. The approach offers no siope for looking it ttre
whole; it is as if current thinking sees all things as the sole
sum of their parts.

Crop circles (as with so many other things) are much more
than the sum of their constituent parts, tiey are a culmina_
tion of them. To me, crop circles seen in ihls way can be
considered as a partial reflection of the finer parts of all
those involved with them (although I know only too well the
politicking in the crop circle world). They are,.to me, a culmi_
nation. (or potential) of our higher selves expressed direcfly
onto the responsive surface of the crop fieid. They are i
manifestation of our own divinity, for all of us to finallysee.

Schwaller de Lubicz saw man as a culmination of universal
forces. To understand sound we have to look to the ear; to
understand the nature of light we look to the eye, to under_
stand our experience of the world we have to use the en_
tirety of our sensual ability. Why? Because the universe
was designed as such.



1999 UK Formation Database
Compiled by Steve Page

Date
dd/mm/1yyy

Location Crop Form/
Description

Size Photographed Thumbnail Photo or Graphic

02t04t7999 Middle Wallop;
Hampshire

Canola Pictogram 180 x
75ft

Aer; Steve
Alexandra

03104/1999 Over Wallop;
Hampshire

Canola Pictogram 350 x
100 ft

Aer; SA,
Lucy Pringle
Busty Taylor

rU04/1999 Newton St. Loe;
Somerset

Canola Pictogram of
large
Circle with two
smaller circles
one with a ring

100 ft Aer; Ute
Sayer, BT

r1104fi999 Marlbourgh;
Wiltshire

Canola 2 semi circles
with symbol

75x
150 ft

Aer; LP

t2/0411999 Gravesend;
Kent

Canola Twelve inter-
locking circles
set in a
Circular shape

Aer;
Andrew King

t3/04/1999 Everleigh;
wiltshtue

Canola Disc within fung 110 ft Aer;SA

16104n999 Milk Hill;
Wiltshire

Canola 5 Discs & rings From
30-75
ft

Aer;LP

&
l* i

SG'
#

t6/04/1999 Bishops Can-
ning;
Wiltshtue

Canola Overlapping Cir-
cles in irregular
'vesica pisces'
with single
grapeshot

Large
Circle
130 ft
Diam.

Aer;LP

19104t1999 Over Wallop;
Hampshire

Canola Pictogram cen-
tred on tramline

E rc
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2704 1999 East Meon;
Hampshire

Canola Ring & Semi Circles
Standing in Disc

128 ft Aer; LP

30104n999 Woodborough;
Wiltshire

Canola Standing shapes in
disc

100 ft Aer; SA

0210sn999 Nether Wallop;
Hampshire

Canola Series of 13 discs
That begin to overlap
Creating 'Total
eclipse'

6t7 ft
x85ft

Aer; LP SA

03t0s/1999 Milk Hill:
Wiltshire

Canola Pictogram of 14 cir-
cles around a central
Circle with 'claw'
and 3 other circles

200 x
75ft

Aer; LP

0510s/1999 Plumridge Hill
Cockfosters;
Hertfordshire

Canola Single circle 30ft

0910511999 Tormarton;
Somerset

Canola 2 Crescents encircled
by 2 rings with single
grapeshot

120 ft

141051t999 Wltham
Abbey;
Essex

Canola 30 ft diameter circle
Overlapping 70ft
Diameter circle

90ft

2010511999 Stag Hill,
Cockfosters;
Hertfordshire

Canola disc 60ft Grd; Kevin
Constant

2310511999 Avebury
Trusloe;
Wiltshire

Barlev 20 discs surrounding
patterned disc

200 ft Aer; LP SA

23/0s1t999 Compton
Dando;
Somerset

Barlev 2 crescents ringed 80ft Aer; Colin
Andrews

2410s11999 Toot Balden;
Oxon

Canola Single circle 60ft



2410511999 Toot Balden;
Oxon

Barley 100 ft diameter ring
15 ft wide with
'Key'
attached

100 ft

2610511999 Thurley;
Bedfordshire

Canola Single circle 15ft

2710511999 Denton;
Northants

Canola Centre circle with 3

satellites
each approx. 50 ft
diameter

2810s11999 Owslebury
Cheesefoot
Head;
Hampshire

Wheat Centre Circle with
3 smaller circles on
it's
Perimeter and some
grapeshot nearby

60ft #
-&.

@w *tus
#

3010s/t999 Penton Graf-
ton;
Hampshire

Barlev 4 offset
rings

Sunounding 10 ft
disc

300 ft Aer;LP.
SA

3t/0s1t999 Barbury Cas-
tle;
wiltshke

Barley 2 Pictograms. A
'Menorah' synbol

and an overlapping
ring/crescent

22s ft
x
25 ft.&
75x
50

i1#;)
w

3U0slt999 Upham;
Hampshire

Barley S' shape of2
curved paths from a
centre circle end-
ngat2 circle quad-
rarts,2 paths and 3
smaller circles at
each end

0U0611999 Stephen's
Castle Down,
Upham;
Hampshire

2 rings, one with 2
amall rings inside,
the other with a cir-
cle and a wavy line
around it

0t/06/1999 Amersham;
Bucks

Barley 2 single circles 40ft
each

02/06n999 Barton-le-Clay;
Bedfordshire

Barley Circle with a

stranding centre
with a surrounding
ring connected by a
path to a smaller
circle with a'tail'

60ft

07010611999 Dewsbury; N.
Yorkshire

Wheat Circle with a ring t2s ft

ffi*-%#
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09106n999 High Heath,
Sutton Cold-
field;
West Midlands

Wheat Petal' Design of 6
segments with
standing ring in the
centre

r010611999 Danebury;
Hampshire

Barley Triangle with a tri-
angular standing
centre

Aer; Peter
Ssrenson

t2/061t999 East Field;
wiltshire

Barlev Large pictogram
incorporating ele-
ments from forma-
tions in early 1990's

1020 ft Aer; LP,SA

t210611999 Netheravon:
Wiltshire

Barley Circle with smaller
circles inside in seg-
mented shape

1210611999 East Field
Wiltshire

Barley Serpent' shaped
pictogram in the
same field as 34
butvery different
conskuction

Aer; LP, SA

t2106/1999 Stanton St.
Bemard;
Wiltshire

Wheat Petalled disc with 6
points

70ft Aer: LP

12.t06t1999 Chilbolton
Hampshire

Barley Diamond of 144
circles

250 ft.
x

3OO FT

Aer; SA

1-+ il5 iqqq Kidling:..n
Orr.n

\\l-reat Circle surrounded
br'2 rings and 2

erapeshot

120 ft

t410611999 Toot Balden;
Oxon

Barley 2 crescents 68 ftx
78ft

14/06/1999 Chisedon
Wiltshire

Circle with 2 rings 200 ft

t4/0611999 Newton St. Loe
Somerset

Barlev 17 circle Julia'set 160 ft Aer; CA

t4106t1999 Sompting;
Sussex

single circle with
celtic cross addition

Aer;



16106/1999 Pewsey;
Wiltshire

Barley Petal' Design of 6
segments with
standing ring in the
centre

100 ft Aer; SA

@
t810611999 M1 near

Chesterfreld;
Derbyshire

Wheat Circle with 2
smaller circle at 11

and I o'clockposi-
tions, 2 'horns' at 4
and 8 o'clock posi-
tions mirrored in
the upper half. Tri-
angular centre with
rounded edges and
3 circles inside. Re-
sembles 'stinging
insect'

40ft Aer; Beth
MacMonigle

19106/t999 Pennyquick
Hill,
Nr Bath;
Somerset

3 overlapping cir-
cles
With triangular cen-
tre

Aer; CA

19t0611999 Sompting;
Sussex

Triangular triplet

t9106/1999 Ovingdean;
Sussex

Single circle

2010611999 Trottiscliffe;
Kent

Barley Overlapping cres-
cents/rings
Intersecting at the
centre

37s ft Aer; AK

20/06/t999 Trottiscliffe;
Kent

Barley Triple spiral of 40
discs with 3 in cen-
tres

200 ft Aer; AK

20106/1999 Silbury Hill;
Wiltshire

Wheat Wings ofHorus'
pictogram

300 x
60ft

Aer; LP SA

2010611999 Avebury
Trusloe;
Wiltshire

Wheat 5 pointed pictogram
Star in ring

130 ft Aer; LP SA

20106/1999 Sugar Hill
Aldbourne, Nr
Swindon
Wiltshire

Barley Pictogram 9 pointed
'star' in ring of dis-
secting circles and
rings

300 ft Aer; SA, CA

20106/t999 Marksbury, Nr
Bristol;
Somerset

3 Overlapping cir-
cles containing 3

standing triangles
all within a ring

Aer; wffiH"ffiffi{}ffiq:&\E SftN.E \;m t
?t_.af sd ^a* Hf.*
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20/06n999 Furze Hill, Nr
Lockeridge
Wiltshire

Barley Pictogram of 6 Cir-
cles
& semi-circles in
two rings

90ft Aer; SA
CA

2t/06/1999 West Meon;
Hampshire

Barlev Cloverleaf design
of 3 petals and in-
ner standing ring
with small circles
nipped out of it

125 ft Aer;LP

22/06n999 Bamsley; S.

Yorkshire
Circles with a ring

22/06/t999 Redg'or1h;
Durharn

Dumbbell

22t0611999 Escrick Park
Estate,Nr
Riccall;N.
Yorkshire

Barley Square containing
grid of small cir-
cles in 'vortex'
style

26s ft

22/06/1999 West Bratton;
W. Yorkshire

Thought bubble'
ringed circle with 4
semi-circles placed
inside ring plus
double ringed cir-
cle and single
ringed cAcles
forming'tail'

Main
Circle
105 ft
diame-
ter

:- (16 1999 Stanton St
Bernard;
\\-iltshire

Whea Pictogram of
linked rings and
discs

230 x
75ft

Aer; LP,SA

# #
trIheat Escher Cube' 160 ft Aer;LP, SA

24/06,'lggg -\llrn=..:-
Dogn:
\\riltshrre

\i r ::: Triple spiral fractal
Consisting of 28
circles

230 ft Aer: LP

24/06/1999 West Overton:
Wiltshire

\ernh ol-{-1. Corn-
pler '\1,-rlecular'

formation

Aer; SA, LP
ffi
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s
26/06t1999 Sutton Cold-

field;
West Midlands

6 pointed star with
triangle at each
'corner'. 'smiley
face'reported
nearby

30ft

29/06t1999 Morcott;
Leicestershire

Barlev Circle with 5 thin
rings' thicker ring
anr{ thin nrr+ar *i-^



29t06/t999 Hoyland; S.

Yorkshire
Circle with thin ring
and thicker outer
ring

01/0711999 Attlebourgh;
Norfolk

Rye Dumbbell 90ft

0310111999 Corston;
Somerset

3 overlapping cir-
cles

100 ft Aer; CA

041071t999 Corston;
Somerset

Complex formation
of a circle contain-
ing 7 curved edge
triangles and several
thin outer rings

Aer; CA

0410711999 Hackpen Hill;
Wiltshire

Wheat Complicated
Crescents in
'vortex'pattern

250 ft Aer; LP, SA
CA

03t0711999 Mapledurwell
Jcn 6 ofthe
M3; Hampshire

Single circle

06/0Tt999 Easton in
Gordano;
Somerset

Wheat Circle with 2 paths
leading to further
Circles resembling
large insectogram

07107 /1999 Ddworth, Jcn
37 of Ml; S.

Yorkshire

Large ringed Circle
'W'ith'tal' of ever-
decreasing semi-
circlar rings

t110711999 Mitcheldever;
Hampshire

Barley 3 separate six
petalled formations;
one with crescents,
one with outer ring
and one with inner
standing ring

60ftx
7sft

Aer;LA,CA

t!07/t999 Rockley;
Wiltshire

Triple spiral with
large added circle at
the end of one spi-
ral, 14 circles in all

90ft
x
75 FT

Aer;LA

rU07l1999 Warnford;
Hampshire

Wheat 3 overlapping rings
with central ring
overlapping all 3

and 2 grapeshot at
each intersection.2
small standing cir-
cles

r25 ft Aer;LA

ffi
ffi
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14107 t1999 Radstock Hill
N. Sornerset

Wheat Single circle

16t01n999 Honey Street
Wiltshire

\\'heat Sphere inside Esher
cube inside a ring
with srnall serni-
circle on 'surface'
of sphere

140 ft Aer;LP, SA

16 (t- 1qq'r \\ indmiil Hill
\\-iltshire

Wheat 288 circles in 'ludo'
Or'Knights Tem-
plar cross' forma-
tion in circled
square

315 ft Aer;LP, SA

t7 0711999 Beckhampton;
Wiltshire

Barley Pictogram ogf cir-
cles, grapeshot and
one broken ring of
standing crop

75x
50ft

Aer; AK, LP

*&

r 8'07,'1999 East Kennet:
\\'i ltshire

\\heat Srnall dumbbell

!i-l f -;:.:-ll.
I,i . :. - :;

\\1er: Series ..f 6 cles-
c:n.s t:.ieJ il st:r
.: _--,- j! - ;- _..

- =l -- - . - 11:-.-..; ]

.' .:: .:. ., ;.:;]e :-.].i a

Aer: LP. SA

19 0- 1999 Woodborough
HiII;
Wiltshire

\\ heat Pictograrn . orer-
lapping double
rirgs rvith hatching
Iannual experirnent
by Gerrnan circle
makers ]

Aer; LP

19107 /1999 Devils Den,
Clatford;
Wiltshire

Wheat I Complex pictogram
I in disc

170 ft Aer; LP, SA

20/07 t1999 East Kennet
Wiltshire

Wheat Triple Spiral of Tri
ple Spirals each
consisting of 13

circles

210 ft Aer;LP, SA,
PS

21/07 n999 Liddington
Castle;
Wiltshire

Wheat Pictogram in disc
with'keyhole'
glyph
100 ft away

250 ft Aer; LP, SA
CA

ffi



2010611999 Meonstock;
Hampshire

Wheat 3 overlapping rings
with standing ring
centre all within a

larger Circle

210 ft Aer;LP

2U06/t999 Asthall;Oxon Wheat Dumbbell with ring
around larger circle

30ft
x
35 FT

22/06/1999 A40, Nr Brize-
norton;
Oxon

A lineand ring

2210611999 Play Hatch, Nr
Reading;
Berkshire

Canola Single circle 60 FT

22106/t999 Great Staugh-
ton,
Nr St. Neots;
Cambs

Wheat Standing crescent
with outer ring

Aer;
Russell
Stannard

2210611999 Great Staugh-
ton,
Nr St. Neots;
Cambs

Wheat Single circle Aer; RS

24106/t999 Garsinton;
Oxon

Large circle with
outer ring and
grapeshot between
each

24106/1999 Wimploe Hall,
Nr. Great
Eversdon
Cambs

Complex Pictogram
of '3d cube'

Aer;RS

24/0611999 Barbury
Castle:
Wiltshire

Wheat Pictogram of over-
lapping crescents

{ 'ninja' symbol }
and ring in disc

170 ft Aer;LP. SA
CA

241061t999 Silbury Hill
Nr. West Ken-
net;
Wiltshire

Wheat 2 overlapping par-
rallelogram with
fractal elements

2t0 ft Aer; LP, SA

2610611999 Upper Beeding,
Nr Steiming;
Sussex

Wheat Double ringer with
outline ring of 16

rectangular boxes, a

three-leaf cloverleaf
design and eleven
grapeshot of vary-
ing sizes

250 ft Aer; AK,
David
Russell
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25 0l iq' :- - Circle with 3 rings
and smal1 outer
circles

RS

\\ heat Dumbbell rvith ring
around one circle
and 'arrorv' leading
fi'om other

120 ft
X

80ft

Borstal, Nr
Rochester;
Kent

Wheat Interlocking semi-
circles forming
'DNA'type forma-
tion

315 ft GRD; AK

-r - i999 Beckhampton;
wiltshire

Wheat Pictogram triangu-
lar
Knot in disc

75x
50ft

Aer;SA

2910111999 Avebury;
Wiltshire

Wheat Large Circles con-
taining 33 circles
formed into a trian-
gle, each circle
having small paths
which together
form a number of
hexagons. Though
to be a hoax by
'daily mail'

Aer; LP, SA

:9 0l 1999 Avebury
Avenue;
Wiltshire

Wheat Small six petalled
'flower'

Aer; CA

- - -U Oakley;
B edlordsh ire

Wheat Dumbbell with
'anchor'

Aer;RS .^1"":"^:-." ,.- ."-1i ; ''l ,

F,futff"'; ' rr;

Wheat Circle with 2 outer
rings

Aer;RS

29101 1999 -- i:. i

\r S. )':::
Cr::-:.

\\'heat Single circle 15ft Aer; RS
;;:.-'- 41

_:.\ 
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29101/1999 Moreton
Paddor.
Warwickshire

\\ iteat Single circle

291011t999 Sibson Air-
field,
Nr. Stbbing-
ton;
Cambs.

Wheat Ringed circle rvith
3 curved paths

connecting ring and
circle

30ft Aer;RS

I



29101/1999 Stanton Priors,
Nr Bath:
Sorrerset

Wheat Large'doughnut'
tlpe shape

100 ft Aer; Ulrich
Kox,
Michael
Hubbard

29101n999 Stantonbury
Hil Nr. Bristol;
Somerset

Wheat circle with standing
Crescent inside and
circle with 9 'saw
tooth' crescents
around perimeter

Aer;UK

30/0711999 Patching;
Sussex

Wheat Triple ringer with 6
petalled'flower'

275 ft Aer, LP

3t/0111999 Roundway;
Wiltshire

Wheat 14 pointed star tlpe
formation with cir-
cles on each point.
7 circles of 12 ft
diameter inter-
spersed with 7 cir-
cles of 32 ft diame-
ter

'75 x
50ft

Aer;SA

0U0811999 Poyning;
Sussex

Wheat Dumbbell com-
prised ofseries of
overlapping circles
with standing centre
circle and ring

l8l ft
x29 ft

Aer; DR

0y08t1999 Milk Mill;
Wiltshire

Wheat Small circle with
ring, thought to be
hoax by Doug
Bower

Aer;PS

0110811999 Chilcomb
Down
Nr. Cheesefoot
Head;
Hampshire

Wheat Quadruplet
Comprised of a se-
ries
Of overlapping cir-
cles with standing
centre circle and
ring

03108/t999 Henwood, Nr
East Meon;
Hampshire

Wheat 6 pointed pictogram
of circles within a
triangle within a
hexagon within a
circle

140 ft Aer;LP

03/08/1999 Between
Henwood &
Thruxton;
Hampshire

Wheat A line of 5 rough
circles connected
by as path

03t08n999 Southwick Hill
Nr. Portslade;
Srrqqev

Wheat 3 sets of3 letters. S
VT,SVT, NER

56 ft,
15ft&
)o 1+

Aer;DR
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04/08n999 Chilson, Nr
Charlbury;
Oxon

Wheat Circle of 4 quad-
ral1ts.

2 standine and 2

f'lattened

28ft

0410811999 East Kennet:
Wiltshire

\\ herrt Elrrbolate'tiled'
Square fi'actal

Aer; SA

04t08tleee l:
-':-__ : -_. \

\\ heat Circle with double
ririg. Inner
Circurnference
forrning pentagon
shape

I -- .,-,

.- -,a:re:
\\ iltshire

Wheat Halo crescent
around ringed circle
rvith Lurdulating
path forrning a spi-
ral

Aer; SA

06 08 1999 Roundway, Nr
Bishops
Canning;
Wiltshire

Wheat 7 radiating alms of
rings, increasing in
size, all within a

circle of'basket
woven'lazy!

Aer; UK

\ le99 Whitstable;
Kent

Wheat Dumbbell forma-
tion with path ftom
smaller circle

70 F'T

i99 lPlumpton, Nr
Itews;
I s,*r.*

Wheat Two single ringed
circles and one dou-
ble ringed circle in
a line

130 FT Aer;
Michael
Hubbard

+v lDunsden Geen

ls. etuy Harch;
I e..krt i..

Wheat Ring with inner cir-
cle and crescent

IOO FT Aer; LP

Wheat 4 overlapping rings 500 fr
X

140 FT

Aer;LP

I 2/08/1 999 ir:';.: --:.. \t'
\\;..tt :,...ir.
DrrISi.

Wheat Circle with ring and
small'mushroom'
attached to the side
and rough grape-
shot in same field

100 ft

t4/08/1999 Stanton
St. Bernard;
Wiltshire

\\'heat A 'rnaze' or 'celtic
knot' type forrna-
tion

Aer;PS

:' :.-.11:
- .- t-,

' -a



14/0811999 Stanton St
Bernard;
wiltshire

Wheat Spiral path with
circle
At each end

Aer; PS

t5108/1999 Faringdon;
Oxon

Barley Celtic cross dumb-
bell of complex de-

sign

350 ft Aer; John
Sayer

t61081t999 Play Hatch,
Nr Reading
Berkshire

Wheat Large circle and
crescent with outer
ring

125 ft

t61081t999 Shildon, Nr
Bishop Auck-
land;
Durham

Wheat Durnbbell fonna-
tion

40ft

t71081t999 Scotch Corner,
Nr. Richmond;
N. Yorkshire

Wheat Ring with path to
'Y' shaped end

19/0811999 Lenham, Nr
Maidstone;
Kent

Wheat Dumbbell tlpe
Formation with'L'
shaped pathand2
satellite circles

230 ft Diag;
Janet &
Graham
Tucker

2210811999 Roundway,
Nr. Devizes
Wiltshire

Wheat Squiggles'and
'graffiti'

100 ft Aer;LP
Diag; Peter
Ainsworth

*"9...-.
.,.: - . ,' " , , ,,1 'i\ ^ "-.;"i { vis '
,l'

22108/1999 Honey Street;
Wiltshire

Wheat Curved path with 2
small circles at each
end &2 grapeshot
nearby

60ft Grd; A.J.
Samuels

22108t1999 Upavon,
Nr. Pewsey;
Wiltshire

Wheat Hexagon with 6
triangular sections
inside series of
semicircles

t26 ft Aer;UK

22t08/1999 MillHill
Nr. Shoreham;
Sussex

Barley Ringed circle and

triangle
66ft Aer; DR

22/08t1999 Bishops
Canning;
Wiltshire

Wheat Circle in wheat con-
taining two standing
ovals offset to one

side'Greys'head

50ft Aer; LP, PS

23108n999 Avebury
Trusloe;
Wiltshire

Wheat Large circle with 3

'flaming' arms and
tail and circles
along and at the
end ofeach ann

Aer;PS
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234/08/1999 A|:-. - - :

\\. .,1 .
::.ia:secting cres-

3it:s crrffrected to
:;:.dinc centre cir-
Le and I rings

Aer: PS

but
computer
generated
after

301081t999 'Urnbreila' style
tbrmation

Aer;UK

Wheat 8 pointed star of
petalled circles with
'Pi' slmbol nearby

130 ft Aer; LP

ry

1 q (r9 1999 North of
Heathrow;
Berkshire

Wheat 4 small circles in
square formation

q 09 1999 North of
Heathrow;
Berkshire

Wheat 2large overlapping
circles

CCCS MEMBERS MILLENNIUM OFFER

,',:-e,=:egotiatedaspecialdiscountdealwithLucyPringleandforalimitedperiodsheissettingasideafewofher
. 
==' 2- I - Calendars for CCCS members at a very special price. (Please include your membership number.) See Re-

uiew in our last issue, page 38.

CLASSIG GROP CIRCLE MILLENNIUM CALENDAR 2OOO

Designed and produced by Lucy Pringle. A superbly produced calendar of the highest quality, containing 3 glossy photographs per

page, showing the dassic crop formations, plus associated sacred places, cathedrals, villages, flora and fauna.

Price was f,10, NOW f,s.
Add UK postage fI.50, Europe f2.00, the rest of the world €3.50

Allenquiries to Lucy Pringle. 5 Town Lane, Sheet, Petersfield, Hampshire
GU32 2AF . Telifax +44(0)17 30263454.

Email LucvPring le@cs.com
http://home. clara. neVLucypringle

For further information please send SAE. (Stamped addressed envelope). Overseas:
Addressed envelope with lnternational Reply Coupon requested.

All OvefSe?S payments: US Dollar cheques (cost price + p&p x2) or sterling

International Money Order only please to Lucy Pringle.

01 C)q -- - :.- ..
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Believers and Unbelievers
By George Bishop

Recently I was tackled by a previous CCCS Council Member
about the current ethos of the CCCS. During the conversation
it became clear that he believed that CCCS was advocating a
belief in the claims of certain hoaxers and that the CCCS was
even considering offering them a platform at our 2000 confer-
ence.

Just to establish some of the facts, at our Bristol Conference I

noticed a well-known hoaxer sitting in the audience and during
one of the intervals I went and spoke to him. Basically I was
approaching him to see if he was prepared to speak to us at a
future (unspecified) conference. He was somewhat taken
aback and asked if I thought that the rest of the organisation
would be happy about that. I pointed out that most members
and the general public were, in my opinion, fairly open minded
and would probably be delighted at the opportunity of hearing
him explain some of the background to the hoaxers activities
and perhaps answering their questions aftenarards. I also
promised him that there would be no lynching until after his
presentation.

After this I resumed my meanderings around the hall and was
immediately pounced upon by two of the presenters at this
meeting who almost demanded to know just what our "so ear-
nest conversation was about". I explained what we had been
discussing whereupon both presenters vehemently stated that
if any hoaxer were offered a platform, they would both decline
to appear at the same venue- ln fact from the mail that I re-
ceived after this it was clear that there was an active campaign
to drum up support for their point of view and I was 'accused'
of inviting hoaxers to speak at our next conference despite the
fact that nothing concrete had been decided or arranged.

Now I have mentally wrestled with the posslbility of talking to
hoaxers for some time. I have consoled myself with the Con-
fucian premise that "He who plays in gutter - gets dirty" and
have tended to shy away from close contact whilst at the same
time refusing to tackle them head on either. lt did occur to me
that their claims seem extravagant and often of a convenient
timing. lt is true that many of the claims of Doug & Dave did
not stand up too well to close scrutiny, but, and there is always
a BUT isn't there? To simply ignore them is to bury one's
head in the sands of ignorance. There is no point in com-
pletely ignoring them - they won't go away. ln fact they will
probably become more audacious and more radical in their
approach and in their hi-jacking of formations - if that is their
modus operandi.

Recently I began canvassing people to attend our coming con-
ference, at the same time circulating a full list of those invited
to speak. The person to whom I referred in paragraph one,
took the CCCS to task and stated that they would never ap-
pear in anything organised by the CCCS because of their
'encouragement of the hoaxers' and their'support' of the hoax-
ers' extravagant claims.

They suggested that The Circular carried information that sup-
ported a hoax hypothesis and that anything that suggested
hoaxing as a possibility smacked of 'evil' and should be ostra-
cised.

To me this seems a very narrow approach and one unworthy
of any real researcher worth his salt. As far as I am aware The
Circular takes a very ecumenical and eclectic view and will
publish the works of any earnest researchers prepared to put

pen to paper without necessarily censoring its contents or
editing out anything I may not necessarily agree with. After
all, we have a disclaimer at the front of the magazine,
which covers all possibilities.

Then, a day or so later, a speaker who had expressed an
interest in speaking and setting up a display at the confer-
ence mailed to say that they would not be coming as we
had 'invited hoaxers to make a presentation'. They also
pointed out that CCCS members were very distressed at
our current'approach'to the hoaxing theory.

As non-CCCS members this suggests that they know our
members' feelings better than I do, which I seriously doubt.
I wrote back stating that they had already been circulated a

list of presenters and it was self evident that none of them
was a hoax supporter. lt must also have been self-evident
that there would be precious little space to 'squeeze any in'
at a later time too!

They mailed back that they would be too tired in August to
attend and that they felt "the 'vibes' were wrong".

Apparently people who can't stand next to hoaxers can tell
the future too!

Fear of the truth?

Are people so afraid of hoaxers that they cannot argue
their own case in their faces? Are they so afraid of close
contact that they need some form of cordon-sanitaire to
ward off the evil influence? Or are they afraid of the truth?

What is the truth about hoaxers? And how are we to dis-
cover it if we pretend it does not exist? Their stance
seems to put them in a similar position to the flat-ea(hers
who were afraid to sail too close to the edge of the earth in
case they fell off. That there is a genuine crop circle phe-
nomenon I have no doubt, that there are some 'hoaxes' I

am equally sure, particularly since I was in very close con-
tact with a 'real event' and was able to discover the mlscre-
ants upon another occasion.

We know that 'artists' such as Stan Hurd use landscape in

their enormous creations and that sundry other adve(isers
regularly commission 'artists' to make crop formations in a
design that suits their aims and ambitions. We know that
the media is also keen to use these artists to de-bunk the
phenomenon as a whole, but are they really 'hoaxers'?

What possesses anyone to get up in the middle of the
night to walk around in the dark in dew soaked crops laying
out complicated patterns in a field. Patterns so compli-
cated that you would need sophisticated surveying equip-
ment to lay them out in the first place, and an army of vol-
unteers to lay them down in the second. An army com-
posed of people so dedicated that they could maintain se-
crecy for decades, so skilled in fieldcraft that they could
enter a field far from the road leaving no sign of their pas-

sage other than the formation itself. So expert that they
find places where aquifers, leylines and ancient remains
are in the right position, so determined that neither surveil-
lance nor inclement weather can deter them from their
avowed purpose...which is...............what? - to simply
fool the general public, or the active 'croppie'?



A hoaxer is defined as one who attempts to deceive. Probably
better defined as one who actually does deceive. To become a
hoaxer, you have to create a crop circle with the ambition of
deceiving people that it is genuine. And the mark of a true
hoaxer is that you would never try to lay claim to such an adi-
fice at a later date. The double whammy is that hoaxers who
claim authorship of a padicular formation are simply no Ionger
hoaxers, unless, that is, it is their claim that is bogus! On the
other hand, those that delude themselves that there is no such
thing as a 'hoaxed circle only de ude themselves. It may well
be that even hoaxed crrcles have their part to play. After all if
we accept that crop circles are genuine. then we have to accept
that they may be the act of someone or something sending us a
message. The hoaxer is at least 'replying' to that message -
most of the rest of us are s mply observing and ignoring the
portent that mrght lie vrithin the message'. lt is true to say that
the 'hoaxer prccab y doesn't understand the 'language' of the
circles arJ nav be making the odd'error'in his'reply', but at
least ,f tl'e:e s a message in the circles, those who replicate
:r€r are at east acknowledging the fact to the sender!

'.', rether or not there is a message is irrelevant at this juncture,
'''re do not seem to have had meaningful dialogue with the
senders and no one can illustrate any crop circles where there
is a deflnitive 'reply' to the work of the human circle maker. The
odd coincidental circle maybe, but no consistent and prolonged
dialogue. Some people claim to have had a crop circle appear
after an appeal for such an event to happen. This occurs often
enough to encourage some of us to pursue this particular
course of research. I can point to such an occurrence, and one
that was not 'retro-engineered' later either. lf you look at page
three of The Circular, issue 32, September 1998, you will see
that I asked the question, Why not this shape? A shape that
had never appeared before I might add. Lo and behold it ap-
peared the very next year at Trottiscliffe in Kent on the 20th of
June 1999 and again at Allington in Wiltshire on the 23 August
1999. Does that mean thatthe circle makers read my mind, or
peruse back issues of The Circulaft Well, I will accept that
they probably read The Circular, but if they read my mind they
must be desperately confused! But proof of a definite link be-
tween my mind and crop circles - No! Some people become
famous for forecasting just one event, but as far as I know, no
one has ever correctly forecast two so verifiably accurately in
public before. Does that make me some kind of crop circle
guru - no, not even remotely!

It would be too easy to lay claim to some personal link be-
tween myself and the ethereal realm of the circle makers, and
no doubt the gullible may be taken in by such extravagant
claims. I could probably write a book, go on TV, sign auto-
graphs, go on the lecture circuit etc etc, but who would I really
be kidding? Anybody other than myself? A few perhaps, but
would that make me happy? Would it make my evidence a vi-
able piece of scientific research - no, of course not! Such iso-
lated pieces of 'evidence' need to be replicable and stand up to
scientific evaluation. An isolated instance such as this would
be simply brushed off as 'coincidence' by the scientific commu-
nity, or as 'collusion' between the crop circle makers and myself
by others. The trick is to turn such pieces of subjective evi-
dence, if that is what they are, into a replicable scientific pro-
gramme that would satisfy even the most critical of investiga-
tors.

i also believe that the authorship of a circle may always be in
loubt even if authentically claimed by some human agent.
',',/hat motivates them? Are they in control of their own action?
,'ie need to put several untruths to bed. Circles have not de-
'v'eloped over the years from early simple circle formations to
ever more complicated designs. lf a Mandelbrot had appeared
.n Victorian Wiltshire do you really suppose they would have
nstantly recognised it? No, of course not, they would simply
:ave written it off as an almost circular pattern with smaller

circles attached. lf they had the benefit of aerial surveillance
and instantaneous media projection they may have recognised
the cardiod shape and called it a 'Valentine shape'. Much as
the indigent Americans who first saw Columbus's ships, they
simply dismissed them as big canoes that had somehow har-
nessed clouds to pull them along. Complicated formations are
not entirely a phenomenon of the 80s and 90s. Reports of
groups of circles, boxes and triangles, ringed circles and dumb-
bells are often found in the historical record. Historical crop
circles are not confined to the British countryside, nor did they
'escape' from Wiltshire into the rest of the country.

I think that we all need to stand back at times and dust off our
own thinking. Just what do we believe - or disbelieve? How
far are we prepared to go to support our standpoint? To the
point where we exclude all possibility of human agency, or to
the point where we accept no other? There is no black and
white answer to this conundrum and to all level headed people
it is more a question of balance and equilibrium. We take up a
position we are comfortable with and one we are happy to de-
fend against those who question our beliefs or position. Gener-
ally I find most people who are not interested in Crop Circles
and who generally believe that Doug and Dave were the perpe-
trators, still are prepared to listen and perhaps more impor-
tantly, do not simply scoff at my particular position.

The most important task of a believer is not to try and hide what
you don't want to see. lt is a warts and all job. How many
times have we seen photos of a newly 'discovered' circle that is
stated to have no sign of human entry, but the evidence is often
plain to see that it has been visited before. When you point this
out - you are brushed off with claims that these tracks were
made by the photographer, or some unknown earlier visitor. I

know of one circle in grass that was photographed by a TV
crew from a Land Rover that drove around the circle, leaving an
outer ring that is now recorded as part of the original formation!
It is such data that needs to be recorded as much as the event
itself. We win no friends amongst the scientific community by
accepting flawed data, or simply ignoring what we don't want to
see.

This brings us round to the question of the interaction between
observer and the observed. Most of us have experienced a
situation where you become aware that someone is staring at
you. Did you read their mind, or is there some other trigger that
attracts your attention. Why do we become uncomfortable
when someone is staring at us and presumably thinking about
some aspect of our appearance? That there is some interac-
tion between observer and the observed has long been recog-
nised and is a factor that many researchers take into account
when considering some of the data from various crop circle re-
search projects. Much of the work done by dowsers may well
reflect an element of this in their results. Even 'Black-box' tech-
nology may depend upon the activity of the observer for much
of its output. Does the needle on the dial move at the effect it
detects - or is it simply (?) moving at the reaction of the opera-
tor's expectation? Not that such a movement would in itself
negate the result, but it does have to be considered as a factor
in any scientific thesis based upon something as intransigent as
crop circles.

Much thought needs to be applied to just what the scientific
community will accept as verifiable proof of the existence of a
phenomenon such as ours. Masses of personal (subjective)
reports? Hundreds of photos (fake) of effects that are impossi-
ble to replicate? Obviously not - we have all those already. lt
seems we first have to convert them into believing that there is
a phenomenon to investigate

Much of our experience as researchers is totally subjective -
let's try to keep it totally objective too!
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SOMERSET:
sUFFOLK: Christine Rudderham, Heath Barn Farmhouse, Risby, BURY-ST^E-D^Y.!\?S lP28 6OP (01284 810519)

SURREy: Mark Herbert, 1 Belle View, Sandestead Road, SOUTH CROYDON CR2 OPG ( TBA )

SUSSEX: Barry J Reynolds,44 Meadow Lane, BURGESS HILL RH 15 gJA (01444232873)

W.M;DLANbS: Riy Cox, 4 Lulworth Close, HALESOWEN 863 2UJ (01384 566383)

WtLTSHtRE: Busty iaylor, 52 Appletree Grove, ANDOVER SP10 3RG (01264 324496)

yoRKSHtRE: Jim Lyons, 28 Newgate street, cottindhu*, E YOBKS_ HU16 4DT (01482 845123 E-mail jim.lyons@york gov uk)

H9LLAND: oi ettio Haiethoff, oude Su'itan 1 , sozg KV Eindhoven, Netherlands (Tel/Fax 040 248 3716)

N. AMERICA/NEW ENGLAND: Doug Rogers, Shephard Hill Farm, NEWTON, CT 06470 (2O3 426 9463 / Fax 3918)

CANADA: Chad Deetkeln , ZiqZW.6th Avenue, VANCOUVER, British Columbia V6K lWg

coLoRADO: Ron Russell, Box40307, DENVER, CO 80204 (303 781 1013)

oREGON: Carot pedersen, 20075 SW lmperial st, ALOHA, OR 97006 (503 6421203) email; cheerios andonenut@juno.com

cALtFoRNtA: Michael yudowitz, 687 Chenery-sreet, SAN FRANCISiO, CA 94131(415 585 6441E-mail wat@habit.com)


